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Abstract  

The bus identification using smartphone camera is one useful application for blind 
people who travel independently in daily life. Although, many existing researches have 
focused on the bus identification by using image processing, those researches did not concern 
the viewpoint of image before the oncoming bus appear in the image. This research proposes 
the definition and classification of suitable viewpoint of bus-waiting for aiding blind people, 
which is proposed into three conditions as following: 1) non-congested traffic; 2) congested 
traffic; and 3) obstacles detection along the road. The first condition of non-congested traffic 
classified the viewpoint using the road area consideration, which this research applied the 
Rotational Invariant of Uniform of Local Binary Pattern technique for extracting the road 
area, and the Back-propagation of Artificial Neural Network for the viewpoint classification. 
The second condition is congested traffic, which appears a huge number of car in the image. 
The distribution of car in the image was calculated by many features, which the optimized 
results showed that seventeen selected features and Random Forest classifier provided the 
high performance. For third condition, the obstacles along the road will be consideration in 
case of non-congested traffic. This research combined many existing techniques of image 
processing to detect the obstacles along the road, which consisted of two main processes: 1) 
obstacle’s location detection and 2) obstacle’s height estimation. The proposed detected 
technique can implement in the daylight condition with high performance. According to 
experimental results, the high performance have shown by 98.56%, 86.00% for non-
congested and congested traffics, respectively. Moreover, the performance of obstacles 
position detection and height estimation were shown by 91.20%, 86.00%, respectively. Based 
on these results, these are feasible to apply for viewpoint classification in order to assist blind 
people, who are independently waiting for the bus.  
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1. Introduction 
 

1.1 Background of Study 

According the World Health Organization, the number of completely blind people, no 

light perception (NLP), was 36 million in 2017 [1-2]. Blind people encounter several 

problems in their daily life, such as reading texts or warning signs in public places. While 

these problems might be addressed in developed countries, many underdeveloped and 

developing countries still have no available systems to support the blind population. 

There have been several tools and devices assisting the blinds. The basic necessary 

devices are white cane, taking clock and portable braille typing.  Moreover, the advance of 

technology, nowadays, is improving a huge number of useful devices for helping them. For 

example, WeWALK [3] is a smart cane for visually impaired to see the obstacles in front of 

them. In addition, the intelligent glasses have been developed by many organizations and 

famous companies such as OrCam MYEye [4], OpenGlass [5] and SIGHT [6]. These glasses 

can let the blind know what is going on in front of them, detect and recognize the many 

objects. Smartphones, especially, become an important device for everyone including blind 

people. There have been many assistive applications containing on the smartphones for 

assisting the blind people. For example, VoiceOver [7] on iPhone and iPad is becoming a 

standard application for helping blind to use their smartphones. This application can read the 

context on a display to navigate and select their options. 

Especially, the bus identification system is still a problem that the blind people have to 

face on their travels. For example, the public bus transportation, in Thailand, has no systems 

to support disabled people waiting for buses, and the estimation of bus arrival times is 

impossible for everyone. There are no announcements regarding the details of bus routes and 

oncoming buses either; therefore, users have to observe the bus number by themselves at the 

bus stop, and then wave their hand to signal the bus driver to pick them up. Although, the 

blind people can reach the bus stop by themselves but it is still difficult to get the oncoming 

bus. According to the interviews of some Thai blind people [15], at the King Chulalongkorn 

Memorial Hospital’s Low Vision Clinic, many of them need care-takers to help them for their 
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activities, some young aged of them can take the smartphone to do something independently 

such as reading sign. However, the travelling independently by public buses is still one of 

major difficulty for them. Although, blind individuals who travel independently can obtain 

help from neighboring people at the bus stop, blind individuals, unfortunately, often face 

extreme difficulty when they stay alone or have no one to assist them at the bus stop. 

The bus identification is an application for aiding blind individual to know the 

oncoming bus. Although, many systems of bus identification have been proposed by previous 

studies, those systems could be separated into two main types. The first type uses the 

transceiver communication [8-14] to identify the oncoming bus such as Bluetooth, RFID, 

WiFi and Global Positioning System (GPS). The second type [15-19] uses the image 

processing to capture and recognize the bus number for an oncoming bus using the static 

camera at bus stop or user’s smartphone. Although a transceiver communication system is a 

good idea to identify the bus for blind individuals, this communication system is quite large 

for practical use because transceiver modules have to be installed for every bus station, buses, 

and user. Further, system maintenance is difficult when some part of the module is not 

working. Therefore, we attend to the image processing system for bus identification using 

smartphone, because it is portable and comfortable for blind people recently. 

 

 
Figure 1.1 General bus number recognition for existing systems using image-processing technique. 
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Generally, the bus identification using smartphone to capture and recognize the 

oncoming bus number consist of four steps for existing proposed algorithm. First, the system 

will detect the position of oncoming bus in the image, and then finding the bus façade for 

region of interest. After that, the bus number is respectively detected and recognized. 

According to the existing proposed processes, many researchers have already presented the 

various techniques. However, there are no previous researches concerning the suitable 

viewpoints of bus-waiting. Practically, when the blind people uses their smartphone to 

capture the images, they cannot know the captured viewpoints by themselves. Figure 1.1 

shows the overview of our own system design that consists of four steps. Firstly, a voice 

command is used for turning the application on or off. Subsequently, users use their 

smartphone to take a video when waiting for an oncoming bus at the bus stop, which the 

available area is defined by 3 meters next to road area, and around bus stop. Finally, the 

application on smartphone will convey the bus number via a voice announcement to the user. 

Although, the bus stops in the city have two different types such as the typical bus stop pole 

and bus stop with bench and roof, the users should wait the bus around the available area 

until the bus comes.  
 

1.2 Purposes of the Study 

Based on the above background, the objective of this study is to propose the suitable 

viewpoint definition and classification of bus-waiting for assisting blind people. Since, there 

are various conditions and factors of the real scenarios, three situations for bus-waiting are 

considered by this study. The list of details of our proposed situations as follows: 

1. The situation of non-congested traffic in daytime and nighttime conditions. 

2. The situation of congested traffic in daytime and nighttime conditions. 

3. The situation of obstacles appearance along the road.  

 
1.3 The Present Configuration of the Paper 

This paper is organized in seven chapters, which shows in Figure 1.2. The content of each 

chapter is as follows: 

Chapter 1 explains the study’s background with a brief literature review and discusses 
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the purposes of the study. 

Chapter 2 presents the related previous studies, discusses the problems, and proposes 

the methods for solving those problems. 
Chapter 3 explains the suitable viewpoints definition for bus-waiting. 

Chapter 4 proposes an idea to classify the viewpoints of bus-waiting in case of non-

congested traffic without obstacle along the road. This chapter is divided into five parts: 1) 

objective of classification of viewpoint in case of non-congested traffic, 2) proposed method 

for classification of viewpoint, 3) experiments and results, 4) discussion, and 5) summary. 

Chapter 5 proposes an idea to classify the viewpoints of bus-waiting in case of 

congested traffic without obstacle along the road. This chapter is divided into six parts: 1) 

objective of classification of viewpoint in case of congested traffic, 2) viewpoint estimation 

in case of congest traffic related to suitable viewpoint definition, 3) proposed method for 

classification using car distribution features, 4) experiments and results, 5) discussion, and 

6) summary. 
Chapter 6 proposes an idea to detect the obstacles along the road. This chapter is 

divided into six parts: 1) objective of the obstacle detection, 2) properties of obstacles, 3) 

proposed method for the obstacle detection, 4) experiments and results, 5) discussion, and 6) 

summary. 

Chapter 7 includes the conclusion in addition to future work direction. 
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The outline of this dissertation is as follows: 

 

 

Figure 1.2 Dissertation chapter overview. 
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Figure 1.3 Overview of proposed method related to each chapter. 

 

To achieve the objective for viewpoint classification, Figure 1.3 shows the overview 

of our proposed method that related to each chapter in this dissertation. This research assumes 

that blind people can reach at the bus stop by themselves. Then, the blind can turn on and 

take a photo while waiting for the bus. Moreover, three different situations will be considered 

such as non-congested traffic, congested traffic and non-congested traffic with obstacle 

consideration in chapter 4, chapter 5 and chapter 6, respectively.  
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2. Previous Studies 
 

This chapter discusses related previous studies, the concerning problems of the previous 

studies, and proposals to mediate the limitations therein. 

 

2.1 Related Previous Research 

2.1.1 Public Transportation and Assistive System for Blind People 

Since, the majority of blind people and visually impaired people is not able to drive the 

vehicles by themselves; the public transportation is an important option for blind people who 

want to travel independently to work, school and shopping. There still are many barriers for 

blind individuals accessing the public transportation system. Such the print formats of route 

and timetable, ticket vending machines that have only the touch screen system, and safety 

warning via visibly displayed, the assistive system does not provide for them [20-22].  

The blind people usually choose two main public transportation services for their travel, 

which consist of railway and bus services. Many useful assistive systems and devices have 

been proposed for blind people in term of railway and bus services as shown in 2017, Janusz 

P. et al. [23] concerned the tactile graphics at the railway station, and discussed about crucial 

information, sizes and touch paths on tactile graphic. Moreover, the tactile graphic was used 

in several countries such as Japan, Korea and Poland. The public buses transportation service 

is another comfortable choice for blind because there are many bus stops in the city along the 

public road. In 2007, the Royal National Institution for the Blind (RNIB) of UK [24] 

developed the talking bus stops in Brighton and Hove city for helping blind people. The 

talking bus stop was a react unit that provided the real time information for blind users. In 

addition, AudioTransantiago was an application on portable PC [25] that allowed users to 

plan the trip and provided the useful information via synthesized voice. Moreover, the 

smartphone become the useful device for blind people nowadays because there are many 

developed applications for blind people containing on smartphones.  
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However, our research focuses on the application for aiding blind people waiting for 

the bus. Therefore, we would like to discuss intensively about the bus identification and its 

problems of existing researches.  

 

 
Figure 2.1 Example of two main bus identification system for blind people. 

A. Bus identification using the transceiver communication, B. Bus number detection and 

recognition using image-processing technique. 

 

2.1.2 Bus Identification System for Blind People 

The public bus service is the best choice for blind people in daily life because it is easy 

to access the bus stops in their city and low cost. However, the public bus service still has 

many problems for blind people who travels independently. Especially, the underdeveloped 

and some developing countries did not provide the assistive systems for disable people 

including blind individuals. Therefore, there are many researchers from various countries 

presenting the bus identification system for blind people.  

Although, the bus identification system for blind people has been proposed by many 

previous researchers, those existing bus identification methods for blind individuals can be 

categorized into two main systems as shown in Figure 2.1. First system was proposed by 

transceiver communication use, and second system applied on the image processing field.  
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2.1.2.1 Transceiver Communication Use for Bus Identification System 

The first system uses transceiver communication [8-14] such as RFID, Bluetooth, WiFi 

or Global Positioning System (GPS). The general concept of this technique is the installation 

of a receiver-transmitter with the user’s device, such as Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) [9-

10] or smartphone [8, 13-14]. For example, E. A. B. Santos proposed [8] the wireless 

interactive system in which the frequency of 2.4 GHz. was used for communication via each 

installed module between the user, the bus station, and the bus. Users can select the bus line 

on the smartphone and then the bus station module will receive the requirement from a user 

module when checking if the bus line is correct. After, the module at the bus station will send 

the data to the bus module to notify the bus drivers on the bus panel. A similar bus 

identification system was presented using RFID module [9, 11-12]. Moreover, the VIABUS 

[14] is a smartphone application in Thailand that applies the GPS module to search the arrival 

bus. However, it can only search the buses that had the GPS module installed. Although a 

transceiver communication system is a good idea to identify the bus for visually impaired 

people, this communication system is quite large for practical use because transceiver 

modules have to be installed for every bus station, buses, and user. Further, system 

maintenance is difficult when some part of the module is not working.  

 

2.1.2.2 Image Processing Field for Bus Identification System 

On the other hand, the second system proposed is based on an image processing 

technique [15-19] to capture the bus numbers of the oncoming buses. Image processing is a 

fascinating technique that can be widely used for several applications, including bus 

identification for visually impaired people and blind individuals. For example, Pitchakorn 

Wongta et al. [15], in 2016, proposed an automatic bus route number recognition system in 

Thailand. Their experimental results showed an accuracy of 73.47% for digit segmentation 

that the researchers themselves collected, that is, the Thai bus dataset. Furthermore, they 

interviewed some Thai individuals with poor vision concerning the difficulty they faced 

when traveling independently using public transportation. In the interview, they mentioned 

reading the bus number is still challenging for them, although they can see a blurry oncoming 
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bus. The problem of bus number recognition for blind individuals has not only drawn the 

attention of Thai researchers, but also has also piqued the interest of several researchers from 

other countries such as Taiwan, Korea, Italy, and the U.S. [16-18]. For example, Ching-Ching 

Cheng et al. [16], in Taiwan, presented a technique for bus route number detection 

comprising three main processes, namely moving object detection, bus panel extraction, and 

bus route number detection. Significantly, this resulted in a 100% detection rate. Similar to 

the approach adopted by Dongjin Lee et al. [17], in Korea, they provided a system for 

automatic number recognition of the bus from natural scenes. Moreover, a Text-to-Speech 

conversion was conveyed via headphones to the visually impaired users. 

Based on above-mentioned system, the bus identification system for blind people is 

indeed important. Many researchers tried to solve this problem by various method depending 

on situation of their countries. Our research focus on the bus identification system for blind 

people in the Thailand and other countries, where have no good system of the public-bus to 

support the blind people as following below conditions; 

1. Arrival time for the oncoming bus cannot be estimated. 

2. There is no route bus number announcement to users. 

3. Users have to observe the bus number by themselves at the bus stop, and then wave 

their hand to signal the bus driver to pick them up.  

This research related to image processing technique, especially smartphone application.  

 
2.2 Problem of Existing Previous Researches for Bus Identification System 

According to existing previous researches of bus identification system, especially the 

image processing technique. Figure 1.1 shows the other existing proposed methods in the 

step 2, which consisted of four general processes such as bus detection, bus façade detection, 

bus number detection and bus number recognition. Although, existing methods seem to be 

the practical idea, those methods still have many problems when the blind users hold their 

smartphone freely.  

Based on step 2 in Figure 1.1, the blind users have to hold smartphone and take the 

image freely while waiting for the bus; they cannot know exactly viewpoints of images. For 
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example, if they are standing behind an obstacle, such as an electricity pole or other big 

obstacles on the roadside. In this case, they may obtain an image of the whole or part of the 

obstacle instead of the oncoming bus. Even in ideal situations without obstacles along the 

road, it is still difficult to inform users how suitable or unsuitable their viewpoints are since 

it can be impossible to capture the bus on every frame of their video. Moreover, there are 

various situations of traffic on the road such as congested and non-congested situation, which 

are uncontrollable conditions as shown in Figure 2.2. For these reasons, other existing 

methods could not perform the system completely. 

 
Figure 2.2 Example of image viewpoints for the real situation. 

A. Non-congested traffic, B. Congested traffic. 
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2.3 The Proposed Method 

To fulfill the existing system of bus identification for blind people, our study proposes 

the viewpoint consideration and classification of waiting for the bus. There are three main 

conditions for our proposed method depending on the traffic situation and obstacle 

appearance along the road. First condition is the non-congested traffic without obstacle 

consideration. Subsequently, the situation of congested traffic will be concerned without the 

obstacle appearance. For third proposed, the obstacles along the road will be focused. 

Moreover, this study proposes a definition of suitable viewpoint of waiting for the bus that 

will be explained in chapter 3. 

 
2.3.1 Proposed Method for Non-Congested Traffic 

First, the situation of non-congested traffic without obstacle appearance along the road. 

For this case, we proposed the classification of viewpoint for bus-waiting [26] between 

suitable and unsuitable viewpoint for various conditions of daytime and nighttime.  

Four features are extracted from the road area and vanishing point of perspective image, 

which related to the suitable viewpoint definition. For this proposed, the combined method 

of image processing such as Rotational Invariant of Uniform Local Binary Pattern (𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑃,𝑅
𝑟𝑖𝑢2) 

and Hough Line Transformation are used. 

 

2.3.2 Proposed Method for Congested Traffic 

Second, we focused on the congested traffic situation without obstacle appearance, and 

classified the viewpoint for daytime and nighttime [27]. For this situation, the distribution of 

cars on the road will be calculated due to the road area could not use for feature extraction.  

The YOLO technique [51] is applied for car detection, and each detected car is plotted 

in x, y coordinate. Then, nineteen features of car distribution are considered such as number 

of cars, R2, slope and y- interception of linear regression. Finally, our study optimizes the 

accuracy of classification process using several classifiers and features. 
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2.3.3 Proposed Method for Obstacle Detection along the Road 

Third, the situation of obstacle appearance along the road is concerned [28]. There are 

two main steps for this proposed method consisting of road area detection and obstacle 

detection. For the road area detection step, we applied the similar technique as mentioned 

briefly in section 2.3.1, but there are additional processes and differences for obstacle 

detection process. 

Since, some obstacles along the road do not affect to bus number detection and 

recognition, therefore the system have to classify and estimate the height of obstacle that 

related to the suitable viewpoint definition. For the obstacle detection process, we separate 

the method into two sub-process; first is to find the obstacle’s position along the road using 

the vertical projection process and other existing techniques; and second process is the 

obstacle’s high estimation using the color moment calculation. 
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3. Suitable Viewpoint Definition of Waiting for the Bus 
 

3.1 The Possible Image Viewpoints of Waiting for the Bus Using Smartphone 

Our system was designed, as shown in Figure 1.1, which consisted of four main steps 

of overview. Especially, the blind users have to hold the smartphone independently to take 

the photo while waiting for bus. There are various possibilities of image viewpoints 

appearance depending on the user holding their smartphone randomly. For this study, the 

driving on the left side of the road will be considered such as Thailand and Japan. In addition, 

the possible image viewpoints of waiting for the bus using smartphone are separated into five 

main viewpoints as shown in Figure 3.1. Although, some viewpoints may show other patterns 

excluding our mentioned for five main viewpoints, but those viewpoints occur from 

combination of five main viewpoints. For example, Figure 3.2A. shows the combination of 

excessive high-angle and excessive left direction of viewpoint. Moreover, Figure 3.2B. 

shows the excessive low-angle of viewpoint with excessive left direction. On the other hand, 

the viewpoint of too much for low-angle and right direction is shown in Figure 3.2C.  

 

 
Figure 3.1 Five main possible image viewpoints of waiting for the bus. 

 A. Excessive high-angle of viewpoint, B.  Excessive low-angle of viewpoint, C. Excessive right 

direction of viewpoint, D. Excessive left of viewpoint, E. Suitable angle and direction of viewpoint. 
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Figure 3.2 Example of other image viewpoints.  

A. Excessive high-angle and left direction, B. Excessive low-angle and left direction, C. Excessive 

low-angle and right direction. 

 

3.1.1 Excessive High-Angle of Viewpoint 

An excessive high-angle of viewpoint is one of possible image viewpoint when the 

blind users hold the smartphone freely. This viewpoint pattern will be appeared when users 

tilt their smartphone with high-angle or excessive high tilt of smartphone. For example, the 

excessive high-angle of viewpoint in Figure 3.1A. shows the large area of sky and roof of 

bus-stop in the image, and small area of the road. Some cases of excessive high-angle 

viewpoint may not appear the road area or any cars on the road, which means that the bus 

number will not appear by this image viewpoint pattern. 

 

3.1.2 Excessive Low-Angle of Viewpoint 

A pattern of excessive low-angle of viewpoint will be appeared when users hold the 

smartphone with low-angle or excessive low tilt, which is opposite angle of excessive high-

angle of viewpoint. Figure 3.1B. shows an example of excessive low-angle pattern that the 

huge road area is captured. For this case, it is also difficult to detect and recognize the bus 

number of oncoming bus because the angle of smartphone is in quite low but the bus number 

is in the high position of image. Therefore, this viewpoint is the unsuitable for bus-waiting. 
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3.1.3 Excessive Right Direction of Viewpoint 

Although, users hold their smartphone for suitable angle (not excessive high or low), 

the image viewpoint still might be unsuitable direction of waiting for the bus. Figure 3.1C. is 

another pattern of unsuitable viewpoint when the users hold their smartphone in right 

direction excessively or excessive right panning of smartphone. For example, the Figure 3.1C. 

appears the large area of footpath on the right side of image but narrow area of road on the 

opposite side. Even, the road area will be appeared in the image for this example, but some 

cases will not show the road area when the users excessively pan their smartphone to the 

right direction.   

 

3.1.4 Excessive Left of Viewpoint 

An excessive left of viewpoint is one of possible pattern when the blind people hold 

the smartphone to the left direction extremely. This image pattern usually appears the large 

area of road that is very close to the user standing point as shown in Figure 3.1D. Although, 

it seems possible to detect the bus number for this case, but it is too close for the user. Since, 

the users who waiting for bus, in Thailand, have to observe the bus number by themselves at 

the bus stop, and then wave their hand to signal the bus driver to pick them up. Therefore, 

the time for users to call the bus is not sufficient in this viewpoint pattern. 

 

3.1.5 Suitable Angle and Direction of Viewpoint 

The possible viewpoint for bus number detection and recognition will be shown when 

the user hold the smartphone appropriately. Figure 3.1E. shows the suitable viewpoint of 

waiting for bus, which this viewpoint is possible to detect the bus number of oncoming bus, 

and there is sufficient time for users to decide and make the signal to the bus driver.  

Although, the suitable viewpoint is easy to distinguish for human vision and brain 

processing, but the exactly definition of suitable viewpoint of waiting for the bus is crucial 

for a computer vision term. Moreover, there is no previous definition for this situation 

(excepting our public article in [26]). Therefore, this study will discuss and explain the 

suitable viewpoint in the section 3.2.   
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3.2 A Suitable Viewpoint Definition of Waiting for the Bus using Smartphone  

There is no previous study that proposing the viewpoint classification for blind 

individuals waiting at a roadside bus stop. Our study discusses and defines the suitable 

viewpoint of waiting for the bus based on smartphone use in this section. According to above-

mentioned involving the possible image viewpoint of bus-waiting in section 3.1, there are 

two main factors of smartphone holding affecting to those image viewpoints appearance. 

Figure 3.3 shows the main factor of suitable viewpoint, which consists of tilt of camera and 

panning of camera.  

 
Figure 3.3 Two main factors of suitable viewpoint appearance while waiting for the bus. 

 

3.2.1 Suitable Tilt Definition of Smartphone Use while Waiting for the Bus 

Tilting is a cinematographic technique, which the camera stays in a fixed position but 

rotates up or down in vertical plane [29]. The result of viewpoint is similar to someone raising 

or lowering the head up or down for looking some things. 

Tilt of smartphone is one of factor for suitable and unsuitable viewpoints. Tilt of 

smartphone is shown when the users do not hold the smartphone in vertical axis or it is not 

perpendicular with X-axis. There are two patterns of tilt such as tilt up and tilt down as shown 

in Figure 3.4B and Figure 3.4C respectively. However, the tilt of smartphone excessively let 

the viewpoints to be unsuitable for bus-waiting. Therefore, the definition of suitable tilt of 

smartphone while waiting for the bus is holding the smartphone vertically as shown in Figure 

3.4A. 
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Figure 3.4 Holding smartphone and its tilt.  

A. Holding smartphone in vertical axis (non-tilt), B. Holding smartphone in tilt-up pattern, C. 

Holding smartphone in tilt-down pattern. 

 

Holding the smartphone vertically means that the accelerometer value provides ideally 

the x, y, and z as 0.0 m/s2, 10.0 m/s2, and 0.0 m/s2, respectively. However, the definition of 

suitable tilt with holding the smartphone vertically is extremely fixed and impractical for 

users. This study sets the range of criteria for suitable tilt of tilt-down and tilt-up that is 

possible to detect and recognize the bus number. The suitable of tilt-down is defined by y = 

9.5 m/s2 and z = 3.5 m/s2, as shown in Figure 3.5. Moreover, the suitable tilt-up, in Figure 3.6 

m/s2, is set by y = 9.0 m/s2 and z = -4.0 m/s2. The x-value of accelerometer is ignored, because 

tilt-down and tilt-up of smartphone do not change the x-value significantly, as shown in 

Figure 3.7. 

 

 

Figure 3.5 Suitable of tilt-down (y = 9.5 m/s2 and z = 3.5 m/s2 of accelerometer value). 
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Figure 3.6 Suitable of tilt-up (y = 9.0 m/s2 and z = -4.0 m/s2 of accelerometer value). 
 

 
Figure 3.7 Tilt-down and tilt-up of smartphone with x, y and z of accelerometer values. 

  

3.2.2 Suitable Panning Definition of Smartphone Use while Waiting for the Bus 

Panning, in term of photography and cinematography, is swiveling a still or camera 

horizontally from fixed position [30]. It seems to the motion of someone who turn their head 

on their neck from left to right or right to left as shown in Figure 3.8. 

Various viewpoints can be appeared by panning smartphone, which the interpretation 

and definition of suitable panning of smartphone while waiting for the bus is complex than 

the suitable tilt. Since, the suitable viewpoint for our application involves the route bus 

number recognition; however, the real scenarios of waiting for bus can occur many 
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viewpoints depending on the situations on the road. For example, the non-congested traffic 

situation means having few cars or no car on the road including the bus. Thus, the suitable 

viewpoint of smartphone panning must be defined, although, there are no cars and buses in 

the viewpoints. 

 
Figure 3.8 Camera panning.  

A. Direct panning, B. Right panning, C. Left panning. 

3.2.2.1 Assumption of Waiting for the Bus and Our System Configuration 

This study focuses on the public bus service in Thailand, which the vehicle drives on 

the left side of the road as same as Japan system. Moreover, our system involves the route 

bus number detection and recognition for both of daytime and nighttime. In order to interpret 

the suitable panning and longest distance for route bus number recognition of various 

situations. Therefore, our application configuration will consider the conditions of 

environment of waiting for the bus such as the route bus number size in Thailand, all 

characters appearing on the public bus in Thailand, and illumination in day and night times. 

1. Route Bus Number Size in Thailand 

In Thailand, there are many sizes of bus number depending on the type of buses as 

shown in Figure 3.9. However, the standard size of route bus number in Thailand is set as 15 

× 15 cm. Thus, this study simulated the board as same as the standard size of Thai-public bus 

number for estimating the longest distance of bus number recognition as shown in Figure 

3.10. 
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Figure 3.9 Different types of Thai-public bus and bus number size.  

([31], [32] refer to Figure 3.9A. and Figure 3.9B., and [33] refers to Figure 3.9C. and Figure 3.9D.) 

 

 
Figure 3.10 Simulated route bus number in Thailand by 15 x 15 board size. 
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2. All Characters Appearing on the Public Bus in Thailand 

According to the Bangkok Mass Transit Authority (BMTA) [34-35], there are 108 

routes for the public bus and 3,509 of buses for daily service in Bangkok metropolitan region. 

Based on our observation from BMTA website, there are the numbers, some English and Thai 

alphabets appearing on the route bus number as shown in Table 3.1. 

The necessary characters of Thai bus number consists of the number (0-9), English 

alphabets (A and B), and Thai alphabets (ก ต ป อ). Therefore, these characters will be tested 

for estimating the longest distance to recognition of our study. 

 
Table 3.1 Characters appearing on the Thai-route bus number. 

Types Characters Example of route bus 
number 

Number 0 - 9 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 

English Alphabets A and B A, A1, B, and B1 

Thai Alphabets ก ต ป อ 7ก, ต10, and ปอ84 

 

3. Illumination in Day and Night Times 

In order to provide the system for using in day and night times, this study will be 

discussed for this condition. Illumination is one of factor that is very various and 

uncontrollable, which can be changed depending on the conditions of sunlight, weather, and 

lighting of environment. Especially, our application will be used for the outdoor scenario in 

both of day and night times. Moreover, the illumination can effect to the vision for bus 

number detection and recognition distance. Unfortunately, to estimate the longest distance 

for bus number recognition for all real illuminations in both of day and night times, outdoor 

scene, is impossible, because of above reasons. However, this study sets the ideal condition 

for daylight and nightlight, which we measure the LUX range using digital LUX meter (LX-

1332B), in Figure 3.11, as shown the important specification of equipment [36] in Table 3.2. 

Based on our measurement of illumination, the daylight and nightlight conditions were set as 

210.00-230.00 lux and 0.80-1.00 lux respectively. 
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Figure 3.11 Digital LUX meter for our study. 

 
Table 3.2 Specification of digital LUX meter (LX-1332B). 

Specification Range and Value 

Display 3.5 digits 

Range of measurement 200 Lux, 2,000 Lux, 20,000 Lux, and 
200,000 Lux. 

Accuracy ≤10,000 Lux: ±4%, ≥10,000 Lux: ±5% 

Repeatability ±2% 

Temperature characteristic ±0.1% / oC 

 

3.2.2.2 Estimation of Longest Distance for Route Bus Number Recognition 

In order estimate the longest distance for route bus number recognition, this study 

set the environment according to mentioned in section 3.2.2.1. This section explains and 

shows the longest distance for route bus number recognition for daylight and nightlight 

conditions. 

Since, the longest distance for route bus number recognition is related by many 

factors such as illumination, size of objects and resolution of image. However, the 

illumination of daylight and nightlight were defined by 210.00-230.00 lux and 0.80-1.00 lux 

respectively, using lux meter. Moreover, the size of route bus number was set as 15 × 15 cm 
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as same as the standard size of Thai bus number. In term of image resolution, this study 

selected the 800 × 600 px that is suitable for our application.  

1. Defining the Distance for Testing 

After setting the environment illumination as mentioned above, this study defines 

the different distances for estimating the possible longest distance of route bus number 

recognition. For the experiment, the smartphone camera was used by iPhone7 for taking the 

image, which the image resolution was 800 x 600 px. Moreover, there are three different 

distances for this testing including 10 m, 15 m, and 20 m. 

Figure 3.12 shows the example of image output by capturing in different distances. 

At the 10 m, the image output shows clearly image of number 8. However, the clarity of 

image output will be decreased when the capturing distance is increasing. 

 
Figure 3.12 Example of different capturing distance and its image output. 

 

2. Testing the Possible Longest Distance for Route Bus Number Recognition 

All characters of route bus numbers as mentioned in section 3.2.2.1 will be considered 

using the optical character recognition (OCR) [37-39]. The OCR technique is widely used 

for text recognition that it can translate the images of typewritten or hand written characters 

into machine editable format [40]. There are three main processes for text recognition using 

OCR. First step is to select the region of interest (ROI) in an image, then, the ROI area is 

converted to binary image. Finally, the binary output image is processed by OCR technique 

as shown in Figure 3.13. 
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Figure 3.13 Processing step of OCR testing by capturing the simulated bus number. 

 

Table 3.3 Possibility of route bus number recognition using OCR technique. 

Characters 
Distance (meter) 

10 15 20 
0    
1    
2    
3    
4    
5    
6    
7    
8    
9    
A    
B    
ก    

ป    

ต    

อ    
 the character can be recognized 
 the character can not be recognized 
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Three different distances of capturing will be tested for daylight and nightlight at 10 

m, 15 m, and 20 m respectively. Table 3.3 shows the possibility of route bus number 

recognition using OCR for different distances. According to our testing, thirteen images for 

all characters of necessary Thai bus number could perform at 10 m and 15 m. However, it 

could not provide the good performance at the 20 m because the English and Thai alphabets 

provide the wrong recognition. Therefore, this study chose the possible longest distance for 

route bus number recognition at 15 meters (reference distance). 

 
3.2.2.3  Suitable Panning while Waiting for the Bus 

Up to now, the possible longest distance for route bus number recognition has already 

decided by 15 meters. This section will define the suitable panning of smartphone’s camera 

while waiting for the bus, although there are no any cars or buses on the road. 
  The suitable panning definition is quite complex, but it can be estimated by the 

longest distance for route bus number recognition. Firstly, capturing a photo of the oncoming 

bus at the bus stop within the 15 m, as shown in Figure 3.14A. The distance is measured from 

the standing point of the user to the façade of the oncoming bus. In order to estimate the 

image viewpoint without the oncoming bus, the vanishing point (𝑉𝑝) of the perspective image 

is defined by two convergent lines of the white line marker on the edge of the road. After, an 

L horizontal line is drawn from 𝑉𝑝 to the square boundary of the detected bus, as shown in 

Figure 3.14A. L line is measured as 8.70% (0.49 inch) compared with the width of the 

original size of the image (5.63 in). In case there is no bus on the road, the L line can be used 

to estimate the bus’s position at the longest distance for route bus number recognition. For 

example, Figure 3.14B shows the suitable camera panning. By marking the vanishing point 

and drawing the L line, the system can estimate the position of the bus in the image where 

the route bus number will appear when the bus arrives at that position. On the other hand, 

when the camera pans lightly, as shown in Figure 3.14C, the bus position can be estimated, 

but appears with just half of its façade.  
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Figure 3.14 Estimation of viewpoints with/without oncoming bus. 

A. Oncoming bus at a distance of 15 meters from the camera, B., C., and D. Viewpoint estimation 

without oncoming bus using vanishing point and L line. 

 
Figure 3.15 A suitable viewpoint with 25% of parameter setting. 
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  Thus, it can be claimed that the image viewpoint is unsuitable for the bus number 

recognition because the route bus number cannot be recognized at the reference distance. 

Although the bus number can be recognized in Figure 3.14D at the reference distance, the 

moving bus will be seen in the image frame only for a short time. Therefore, it would be 

better if the camera were panned to the left side in order to see the bus for a longer period of 

time. Actually, the image viewpoint in Figure 3.14B is the perfect camera panning to 

recognize the route number of the bus because the bus number can be recognized at the 

farthest right side of image; this is the first position in the image viewpoint to see the bus. 

However, it will be extremely impractical to define only a single suitable viewpoint for the 

users to hold their smartphone. Consequently, this study defines the suitable panning of 

viewpoint within 25% of the range between 𝑉𝑝 and the farthest left side in the perfect camera 

direction that the vanishing point of perspective images have to fall in, as shown in Figure 

3.15. However, setting a value of 25% is an assumption of the proposed application. 
 

3.3 Summary 

The suitable viewpoint while waiting for the bus is defined by two main factors such 

as tilt and panning of smartphone. Tilt of smartphone is a factor for suitable viewpoint 

appearance, which the suitable tilting is defined by holding the smartphone vertically. The 

suitable tilt-down of smartphone was set by y = 9.5 m/s2 and z = 3.5 m/s2. Moreover, the tilt-

up of smartphone was defined by y = 9.0 m/s2 and z = -4.0 m/s2. For the suitable panning 

definition, it is quite complex comparing to suitable tilt situation. However, the suitable 

panning definition is explained that the suitable viewpoint within 25% of the range between 

𝑉𝑝  and the farthest left side in the perfect camera direction that the vanishing point of 

perspective images have to fall in. 
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4. Classification of Viewpoints while Waiting for the Bus in 

Situation of Non-Congested Traffic 
 
This chapter includes four main sections. First, the objective of this study will be 

explained. Second, the proposed method for classification of viewpoint in case of non-

congested traffic such as the Rotational Invariant of Uniform Local Binary Pattern (𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑃,𝑅
𝑟𝑖𝑢2), 

k-means clustering, Hough Line Transformation, and others. Third, the experiments and 

results of our proposed method is shown by the percentage of accuracy. Finally, the result 

and the proposed methods will be discussed in the last section of this chapter. 

 

 
Figure 4.1 Different patterns of road area with different illuminations between daytime and 

nighttime. 

 
4.1 Objective of Classification of Viewpoints in case of Non-Congested Traffic 

Although, there are various situations appearing on the road, this study will first focus 

on the non-congested traffic situation. The main objective of this study is to classify the 

viewpoints while waiting for the bus, in case of non-congested traffic. To find the suitable 

panning of smartphone, which related to the suitable viewpoint, this study assumed that the 
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users have held their smartphone vertically. Moreover, the proposed concept for interpreting 

viewpoints is to extract essential features from the road area via images. These features 

comprise road length, vanishing point, and the percentage of road area. However, there are 

many patterns of road area in the images depending on different viewpoints and illumination 

as shown in Figure 4.1, which this study will be explained, and test under both daytime and 

nighttime. 

 

4.2 Proposed Method for Classification of Viewpoint based on Non-Congested Traffic  

Since, the objective of this study is to classify the viewpoint while waiting the bus 

based on the road area segmentation. The difficulty of outdoor scenes segmentation, 

especially road area, is uncertain illumination and unstructured shapes. Hence, this study 

presents the new combination method for road segmentation and useful features extraction 

for image viewpoint classification, as shown in Figure 4.2. Four main processes consist of 

finding the reference of road area, pre-viewpoint classification, road segmentation and 

feature extraction, and viewpoint classification. 

 

 
Figure 4.2 Block diagram of the proposed method. 
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4.2.1 Finding the Reference of Road Area 

Generally, roads have an unstructured shapes and different illumination for each image 

viewpoint. Hence, the first step of the proposed method is finding the reference of road area 

in the images. There are three steps for finding the reference of road area such as the 

converting image by Rotational Invariant of Uniform Local Binary Pattern (𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑃,𝑅
𝑟𝑖𝑢2) , k-

means clustering step, and selecting the group of k-means using Artificial Neural Network 

(ANN). 

 

4.2.1.1 Rotational Invariant of Uniform Local Binary Pattern 

Image texture is one useful feature for image segmentation, especially the Rotational 

Invariant of Uniform Local Binary Pattern (𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑃,𝑅
𝑟𝑖𝑢2), as proposed by T. Ojala et al. [41]. 

𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑃,𝑅
𝑟𝑖𝑢2 is the technique for texture analysis of an images that finds the relation between the 

gray-scale value of the center (gc) and its neighbors (gp) as written as Eq. 4.1. Figure 4.3A 

shows the pattern of 𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑃,𝑅
𝑟𝑖𝑢2 that this proposed method defines, the number of neighbors (P) 

and radius (R) as 8 and 1 respectively. 

 

LBP𝑃,𝑅
𝑟𝑖𝑢2 = {

∑ 𝑠(𝑔𝑝 − 𝑔𝑐);  𝑈(𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑃,𝑅) ≤ 2𝑃−1
𝑃=0

𝑃 + 1; 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

                                (4.1) 

 
U(𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑃,𝑅) = |𝑠(𝑔𝑃−1 − 𝑔𝑐) − 𝑠(𝑔0 − 𝑔𝑐)| + ∑ |𝑠(𝑔𝑃 − 𝑔𝑐) − 𝑠(𝑔𝑝−1 − 𝑔𝑐)|𝑃−1

𝑃=1       (4.2) 

  
Each gray scale value of neighbor (gp) will be compared with gc; then, the value of 0 

and 1 will be set for gp – gc < 0 and gp – gc ≥ 0 respectively. Nevertheless, only uniform LBP 

(U ≤ 2) is considered, where U ≤ 2 is the pattern of LBP that has no transition (U = 0) or two 

transitions (U = 2), as shown in Figure 4.3B wherein the black and white points represent 0 

and 1, respectively. For example, the binary code of 00000000 is defined by U = 0, and 

10000111 is represented by U = 2. In case of non-uniformed pattern (U > 2), it is shown in 

Figure 4.3C that the binary codes are 11001011 and 10101010 for U = 4 and U = 8, 
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respectively. According to uniform pattern limitation, there are P + 2 possible output values 

that can be represented at the center coordinate point. 

 

 
Figure 4.3 𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑃,𝑅

𝑟𝑖𝑢2 with P = 8 and R = 1. 

 A. Example structure of 𝐿𝐵𝑃8,1
𝑟𝑖𝑢2, B. Uniform pattern of 𝐿𝐵𝑃8,1

𝑟𝑖𝑢2 for U = 0 and U = 2, C. 

Uniformed pattern of  𝐿𝐵𝑃8,1
𝑟𝑖𝑢2 for U = 4 and U = 8. 

 

 
Figure 4.4 Example of transformed image by 𝐿𝐵𝑃8,1

𝑟𝑖𝑢2. 

A. Gray-scale image, B. 𝐿𝐵𝑃8,1
𝑟𝑖𝑢2transformation image with 30 × 30 px of sub-window. 
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This study applies the 𝐿𝐵𝑃8,1
𝑟𝑖𝑢2 method on the gray-scale image, as shown in Figure 

4.4A. In Figure 4.4B, the complete transformation image of  LBP8,1
riu2, where each pixel is 

represented by a value between 0 and 9, is shown because the principle of 𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑃,𝑅
𝑟𝑖𝑢2 technique 

will show the uniform pattern (U ≤ 2) as explained in section 4.2.1.1. Next, a sub-window of 

30 × 30 pixel size is designed in order to calculate the histogram of 𝐿𝐵𝑃8,1
𝑟𝑖𝑢2 transformation 

image for each sliding sub-window.  

 

4.2.1.2 k-means Clustering Process 

After each sliding sub-window of 𝐿𝐵𝑃8,1
𝑟𝑖𝑢2  transformation image is calculated as 

shown in Figure 4.5, the k-means clustering will be applied for next step. 

 

 
Figure 4.5 Step of histograms extraction for each sliding sub-window. 

 

The k-means clustering method [42] is a widely used for grouping the similar data, 

which is a type of unsupervised learning. This technique will separate the group of data into 

K categories that depended on the user defined or applications. Moreover, the centroid value 

will be calculated for representing each data group. When the new unknown data is assigned 

to the system, the distance calculation between unknown data and each centroid will be 

measured. The shortest calculated distance will be selected, and the unknown data will be 

labeled as same as that centroid. For this study, the k-means clustering defining with K = 5 
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(setting by trial and error) and Euclidean distance measurement. For example, five different 

labels are separated and shown in Figure 4.6 with the representative histogram of each label 

(kn kn ), which the each histogram frequency will be divided by its highest value for 

normalized frequency. 

 

 
Figure 4.6 Five different 𝐿𝐵𝑃8,1

𝑟𝑖𝑢2 histogram representations from k-means. 
 

4.2.1.3 Selecting Group of K using Artificial Neural Network 

According to k-means clustering process in section 4.2.1.2, there are five different 

histogram patterns corresponding to 𝐿𝐵𝑃8,1
𝑟𝑖𝑢2 image area. In order to select the group of k-

means that contain the road area, this step explains the selection of kn using Artificial Neural 

Network (ANN). 

ANN duplicated the structure of biological neural that consist of dendrite, cell body 

and axon for collecting, processing and output signal respectively [43]. Likewise, ANN 
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consists of input layer (X), hidden layer (Z) and output layer (Y). Each input has difference 

weight values, after that multiply input with weight value. When sum of these values more 

than the threshold, output to the next neuron as shown in Figure 4.7.  
 

 
Figure 4.7 Basic structure of Artificial Neural Network. 

 

 Although, there are many types of ANN processing, this study selected the 

feedforward backpropagation of ANN [44]. For the ANN design, the input layer comprises 

ten nodes for ten bins of histogram. Then, each node of the input layer is multiplied by 

different weight values and summarized in the hidden layer. Subsequently, the log-sigmoid 

transfer function is used for obtaining the value between 0 and 1. The output layer defines 

only one node for arriving at 0 or 1 that indicates whether the label does or does not contain 

the road area, respectively. For example, in Figure 4.6, the output of k2, k3, k4, and k5 show 

the value as 1, however, there is only one label providing as 1 value as shown in k1, and that 

label contains the road area. After, the group pixel on the left side and the bottom of the image 

is selected as the reference road area because the image viewpoints for bus-waiting always 

appear in the road area in that part of the images. Furthermore, the performance of ANN 

selecting kn will be shown in section 4.3.1. 
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4.2.2 Pre-Viewpoint Classification 

There are many patterns of captured images depending on the panning and tilting of 

smartphone. One pattern of unsuitable viewpoint will be appeared when the user panning the 

smartphone to the left hand excessively. Figure 4.8 shows the example of unsuitable 

viewpoint with the excessive left panning, which this viewpoint shows the too large area of 

road and close to the user when the bus comes.  Therefore, in this section, the viewpoint 

classification for unsuitable viewpoint, in case of a large area of road, will be explained. 

 

 

Figure 4.8 The suitable viewpoint with excessive left panning. 
 

Figure 4.9A, one of the unsuitable viewpoints for bus recognition can appear when 

the area of the road is large. In Figure 4.9A and Figure 4.9B, the difference in binary images 

that show the reference road area. In order to distinguish the unsuitable viewpoint of 

excessive left panning, there are two important features for separating the large area of road 

viewpoint from other views. The first feature is the percentage of reference of the road area 

because the large area of the road usually takes up more of the frame. Moreover, centroid 

coordinate point (Cx, Cy), as the red point in Figure 4.9, is calculated for the second feature.  
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Figure 4.9 Comparison of excessive left panning viewpoint and other viewpoint patterns. 

 A. Example of unsuitable viewpoint for a very large road area case and its reference road area, B. 

Suitable viewpoint and its reference road area. 

 

To set the criteria for large road area viewpoints, this study extracts two features of 

percentage of road area and percentage of road centroid Cx as shown in E.q. 4.3 and E.q. 4.4. 

A set of 100 sample images of large road area viewpoints and other views are used for feature 

consideration. Figure 4.10 shows the criteria setting for the large road area by plotting the 

extracted features between large road area viewpoints and other viewpoints. The blue dots 

are the representative features of the percentage of road area and centroid Cx. Obviously, the 

graph shows the difference between two groups of large road area and other viewpoints (red 

dots). Consequently, this study sets the criteria of Large Road Area (LRA) case as shown in 

Eq. 4.5. However, the accuracy of pre-viewpoint classification will be shown in section 4.3.2 

of the experiments. 

 

Percentage of road area =  
number of extracted pixel

image width × image height
 × 100                    (4.3) 

 

Where; image height and width were set by 800 and 600 respectively. 

 

Percentage of centroid 𝐶𝑥  =  
𝐶𝑥

image width 
× 100                         (4.4) 
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case =  {
𝐿𝑅𝐴, {(𝑥, 𝑦)|40 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 55 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑦 ≥ 25}

𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑠, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

                                 (4.5) 

 

Where; x = Percentage of centroid Cx and y = Percentage of road area 
 

 
Figure 4.10 Comparison of plotting features between large road area viewpoints and other 

viewpoints. 

 

4.2.3 Road Segmentation and Feature Extraction 

Until now, the LRA is classified from other cases that consist of suitable and unsuitable 

viewpoints. Thus, the next process comprises the method for road segmentation and feature 

extraction. 

 

4.2.3.1 Road Area Segmentation 

Although the reference area of road can be found using the previous step, those 

segmented areas appear as a rough road area. Therefore, this section presents the technique 

that can be used to segment the road area clearly. For the road segmentation process, the two 

main steps comprise road edge detection using Hough Line Transformation (HLT) and line 

selection, followed by gray-scale and seed region growing segmentation. 
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Figure 4.11 The step of road edge detection with Hough Line Transformation method. 

A. Sobel edge detection, B. Line detection by HTL, C. Reference road area and feasible lines. 

 

1. Road Edge Detection Using Hough Line Transformation and Line Selection 

To border the road area, HLT is applied for detecting the straight-line markers on the 

road [45-47]. The HLT can transform each point in the (x, y) space to Hough space (θ, r). 

Although, θ can be obtained from −90 to 90 degrees for HLT method, those are considered 

just 20 to 90 degrees because the possible marker lines on the image usually appear with 

those θ ranges for this proposed application. Figure 4.11A shows the image edge detection, 

which uses Sobel edge detection [48], which is a necessary step for the HLT transformation 

technique. The HLT technique is then used to detect the feasible lines, as shown in Figure 

4.11B. In Figure 4.11C, many possible lines appear in the image with the reference road area 

(white pixel). Next step, two border lines of road marker will be selected by our proposed 

method.  

According to previous step, the initial road (reference road area) has been detected and 

the centroid of the road pixel area is calculated as the red point in Figure 4.11C. The shortest 

distance between centroid and those lines need to be determined. First, it can be assumed that 

the (h, k) in Figure 4.12 is the centroid of road area. In addition, L1 represents the straight-

line that has been detected by HLT previously. The point (x, y), which is the touching point 
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between L1 and circle edge with perpendicular line of L2, which can be found using Eq. 4.6. 

Equation 4.6, m1 and m2 are the slopes for L1 and L2, respectively. Further, the distance, (r), 

between the centroid and (x, y) coordinate points can be calculated using Eq. 4.7. 

 
𝑚1 × 𝑚2 = −1                                                          (4.6) 

 
𝑟 =  √(𝑥 − ℎ)2 + (𝑦 − 𝑘)2                                                  (4.7) 

 

 
 

Figure 4.12 Line touching on the circle’s edge. 
 

Each line is calculated using the proposed method. The two lines are required, thus, the 

graph is separated into two areas comprising an upper and a lower centroid, as shown in 

Figure 4.13. For another case, when the road marker on the one side of the road is not clear 

because some obstacles or cars might be obscured, in Figure 4.14A. The algorithm can only 

detect the one side of road marker, and only case of upper centroid will be considered. Similar 

to two-line detected case, the shortest distance of upper centroid case will be selected for 

actual line on the road, as shown in Figure 4.15B. 
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Figure 4.13 Upper and Lower centroid separation for two-line detection. 

 

 

 
Figure 4.14 Case of one-line detection.  

A. Example of unclear on road’s marker, B. Only upper centroid detection for one-line detected 

case. 

 
2. Gray-Scale and Seed Region Growing Segmentation 

After defining the road area by detecting two lines, the next step is road segmentation. 

Gray-scale thresholding for outdoor segmentation is difficult to use, so this proposed method 

can be applied because the reference road area is roughly known. In Figure 4.15, an example 
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of gray-scale histogram of reference road area, previous process, is shown. Since, some 

reference road areas might contain some small noises such as a small part of a white marker 

on the road or some small non-road area; these small noises usually appear as the small peak, 

as shown in Figure 4.15A. Thus, this study sets the cut-off value at 90% differing with the 

highest peak for both sides, as shown as an example in Figure 4.15B. Figure 4.16 shows other 

examples for different histograms of gray-scale values that depend on illuminations of the 

reference road area are shown from the previous process. Subsequently, the remaining range 

of the histogram will be applied as the threshold value. 

 

 
Figure 4.15 Setting cut-off value for noise elimination. 

 A. The original gray-scale histogram of reference road area, B. The gray-scale histogram after 

eliminating noise. 

 
There are two cases of line detection, namely two-line detection and one-line detection. 

In the case of two-line detection, the gray-scale thresholding will be used for road 

segmentation within the enclosed area by selecting two lines, as shown in Figure 4.17A. 

Moreover, Figure 4.17B. shows the road segmentation with the threshold value, in case of 

two-line detection. Another case of one-line detection, in Figure 4.17C., is applied by the 

seed region growing technique [49-50] to segment the road area as shown in Figure 4.17D. 

The initial seed is the centroid of the reference road area. Each seed will extend to the four 

nearby directions with the threshold value mentioned in the previous proposed technique. 
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Figure 4.16 Example of gray-scale histogram with different illumination on the reference road area. 

 The original gray-scale histograms (top row) and cut-off the histogram range by 90% differing with 

the highest peak for both side (lower row). 

 

 
Figure 4.17 Gray-Scale and Seed Region Growing Segmentation. 

A. Two-line detection case, B. Road segmentation using gray-scale technique, C. One-line detection 

case, D. Road segmentation using Seed region growing. 
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4.2.3.2 Feature Extraction 

In order to classify the viewpoints for bus-waiting, this section will explain the 

necessary features based on the perspective view with the road area segmentation. This study 

proposes the necessary road features that consist of four features as shown in Figure 4.18. In 

Figure 4.18A and Figure 4.18B, three road features that comprise the vertical length of road 

(V), horizontal length of road (H), and the road areas can be calculated. Moreover, vanishing 

point  (Vp), as shown in Figure 4.18A, is added for the case of two-line detection. 

 

 
Figure 4.18 The necessary road-features for viewpoints classification.  

A. Suitable viewpoint with features, B. Unsuitable viewpoint with features. 

 

The definition of suitable and unsuitable viewpoints discussed, in chapter 3, are 

extracted and calculated in terms of the ratio of percentage of vertical length (V) and 

percentage of horizontal length (H), the percentage of vanishing point for the x coordinate, 

the percentage of vanishing point for the y coordinate, and the percentage of road area. 

Furthermore, Table 4.1 shows the list of features extracted with their significances of trend 
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of value between suitable and unsuitable viewpoints. The ratio of percentage of V and H is 

usually very small and large for suitable and unsuitable viewpoints, respectively. The 

percentage of Vp for x and y coordinates of suitable viewpoints are larger than the unsuitable 

viewpoints. In addition, the percentage of road area usually shows the small value for 

unsuitable viewpoints but a large value for suitable viewpoints. However, the Vp for x and y 

coordinates in case detection of one line will be set as zero value because it cannot find the 

vanishing point.  

 
Table 4.1 List of features extracted with their significance. 

Cases of lines 
detection 

Features 
Trend of value 
Suitable 
viewpoints 

Unsuitable 
viewpoints 

1 and 2 % of V / % of H Very small Very large 
2 % of Vp for x-coordinate Large Small 
2 % of Vp for y-coordinate Large Small 
1 and 2 % of road area Large Small 

 

4.2.4 Viewpoints Classification based on Non-Congested Traffic 

For the classification process, the ANN of feedforward backpropagation is applied, as 

similar as the Figure 4.7, which the input layer, the hidden layer and the output layer of ANN 

are designed by four, ten, and one nodes respectively. The four nodes of the input layer consist 

of the four feature values as shown in Table 4.1. Furthermore, the output layer is designed 

with one node that can return the value of one or zero for suitable viewpoints or unsuitable 

viewpoints, respectively. However, the performance of feature extraction and viewpoint 

classification with proposed method will be shown in section 4.3.4 of the experiments. 
 

4.3 Experiments and Results 

Since, this proposed application will be used for outdoor scenarios, roadside. There are 

various situations and illuminations depending on times and weathers between day and night. 

Therefore, the experiments will test the performance of the each important processes. Based 

on the proposed method in section 4.2, five experiments are tested that consist of performance 
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testing for selecting the kn by using ANN classification, accuracy of pre-viewpoint 

classification using criteria setting, feature extraction performance, viewpoint classification 

accuracy, and the comparison results of proposed method. 

 
4.3.1 Performance Testing for Selecting the kn by using ANN Classification 

As the purpose of this research is to use a smartphone to find the suitable viewpoints 

for an oncoming bus, various conditions of the road that depend on different illuminations 

from daytime until nighttime can appear on an image, and effect to the color tone of road. In 

order to ensure the performance of the proposed technique for selecting the group of k-means 

as mentioned in section 4.2.1.2, the road area is examined in various illumination conditions. 

Eight conditions were tested, in Figure 4.19, namely sunny, cloudy, before sunset (and 

sunrise), during raining in daytime, after raining in daytime, nighttime, during raining in 

nighttime, and after raining in nighttime. Likewise, the non-road areas were added for this 

testing in order to show the performance when ignoring non-road areas. 

 

 
Figure 4.19 Eight different conditions between daytime and nighttime for experiment. 
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Table 4.2 Performance testing for selecting the group of k-means by using ANN classification. 

Conditions Accuracy (%) 

Sunny 100 

Cloudy 100 

Before sunset / Sunrise 100 

During raining in daytime 100 

After raining in daytime 100 

Nighttime 97 

During raining in nighttime 97 

After raining in nighttime 100 

Non-road  96 

Average of accuracy 98.89 

 

For ANN training process, 400 different histograms for road and non-road areas, eight 

different conditions, were used. In addition, 1,800 different histograms were tested for eight 

conditions of road and non-road areas, which were tested by 100 images for each condition. 

In Table 4.2, the percentage of accuracy for nine different conditions, included the non-road 

area, is shown; the average accuracy is 98.89%; thus, this percentage shows high 

effectiveness of the proposed method to select the road area. 

 
4.3.2 Accuracy of Pre-Viewpoint Classification using Criteria Setting 

Based on the section 4.2.2, the excessive left panning viewpoint, that shows large area 

of road, will be pre-classified. The criteria value was set by Eq. 4.3, which applied the 

percentage of road area and the Cx coordinate of the vanishing point. This section shows the 

accuracy of pre-classification between large road area and other viewpoints. 

 
Table 4.3 Accuracy of pre-viewpoint classification using criteria setting 

Viewpoint types Accuracy (%) 
Large road area  98.00 
Others 92.85 
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Eight hundred images for the large area of road viewpoints and other viewpoints were 

collected. Table 4.3 shows the experimental results of accuracy testing between large road 

area (LRA) viewpoints and other viewpoints. The accuracy percentages for LRAs and other 

viewpoints are 98 and 100, respectively. There are two percent errors for LRA viewpoints 

because a certain percentage of road area and the  Cx coordinate of vanishing point are outside 

of the criteria setting. However, the accuracy is still high with the proposed criteria setting. 

 
4.3.3 Feature Extraction Performance 

Since, this proposed application will perform in various conditions, both of daytime 

and nighttime. This experiment will show the performance of feature extraction process as 

error percentage for eight different conditions. 

As the previous section 4.2.3.2, five features were extracted such as vertical length of 

road, horizontal length of road, vanishing coordinate point (Vp(x), Vp(y)) and area of road. 

Moreover, four hundred images were tested for all conditions, and five features were 

extracted for each image. Subsequently, the extracted feature values were compared with 

actual values that were measured by toolbox of AdobePhotoShop software. The error 

percentage was calculated as shown in Eq. 4.8. 

 

% error = |
𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒−𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒

𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
| × 100                        (4.8) 

 
Table 4.4 shows error percentage and standard deviation (S.D.) for each condition 

and feature. All errors were lower than 7.00%, in both terms of conditions and features 

measurement. In term of conditions, the biggest error and S.D. are 6.36% and 10.67, which 

is when it is raining at nighttime. The roadside lights and vehicle headlights during rain can 

affect the unstable illumination of road area. Similar to sunny conditions, it shows the second 

highest error by 5.73% because this condition can appear various patterns of illumination 

from sunshine. 

On the other hand, the condition after rain (daytime) shows the lowest error value by 

0.96% and 1.14 of the S.D. value. This is because the road area after daytime rains is quite 
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homogeneous, owing to the road being wet without sunshine. Therefore, the performance of 

feature extraction is high in post rain conditions during daytime. 

 
Table 4.4 Performance testing for feature extraction. 

Conditions 

% Error, S.D. Average of 
% error, 
S.D. 
(Conditions) 

Vertical Horizontal Vp(x) Vp(y) Area 

Sunny 6.57, 10.17 11.40, 18.17 1.90, 4.02 1.05, 1.61 7.73, 10.44 5.73, 8.88 

Cloudy 3.73, 8.48 10.56, 19.88 1.06, 1.02 0.92, 1.10 6.04, 8.38 4.46, 7.77 

Before sunset/ 
Sunrise 2.81, 4.48 3.30, 5.69 1.35, 2.88 1.33, 1.83 3.33, 5.44 2.42, 4.06 

During raining 
(daytime) 2.05, 4.75 5.94, 15.96 2.91, 6.23 1.91, 3.03 3.08, 4.30 3.17, 6.85 

After raining 
(daytime) 0.81, 0.67 0.85, 0.97 0.96, 1.20 1.12, 2.01 1.06, 0.83 0.96, 1.14 

Nighttime 1.40, 1.12 9.29, 17.23 4.08, 12.28 2.20, 4.03 5.78, 5.77 4.55, 8.09 

During raining 
(nighttime) 5.25, 16.97 8.25, 10.13 4.78, 8.40 4.51, 5.97 8.99, 11.89 6.36, 10.67 

After raining 
(nighttime) 1.28, 1.07 3.52, 7.43 0.86, 1.47 0.81, 0.78 2.66, 2.64 1.83, 2.68 

Average of % 
error, S.D. 
(Features) 

2.99, 5.96 6.64, 11.94 
 
2.24, 4.68 
 

 
1.73, 2.56 
 

 
4.83, 6.21 
 

 

 

In terms of features, five extracted features will be applied for viewpoint classification. 

The highest error is 6.64% for horizontal length feature, but the feature of vanishing 

coordinate point (Vp(y)) shows the lowest error at 1.73% and vanishing coordinate point 

(Vp(x)) shows the second lowest error at 2.24%. This means that the performance of the 

vanishing coordinate point (Vp(x), Vp(y)) extraction method is highly accurate compared 

with the other four features of extraction. Both error measurements for conditions terms and 

features terms show high performance, as seen in Table 4.4.  

 
4.3.4 Viewpoint Classification Accuracy 

As the main purpose of this chapter is to find the suitable viewpoints of bus-waiting 
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by the roadside without the obstacle consideration, the quantitative measurement is necessary. 

For this experiment section, all images were collected from the different bus stops around 

Wakamatsu-ku, Kitakyushu city, in Japan, with different condition for both of daytime and 

nighttime. The capturing photo area within 3 meters close to the road area, and within 3 

meters before and next to bus stop area. 

 
Table 4.5 Accuracy of viewpoint classification. 

Conditions 
Accuracy of viewpoint 

classification (%) Average of % 
accuracy 

Suitable Unsuitable 
Sunny 96 100 98 

Cloudy 100 100 100 

Before sunset/ Sunrise 100 100 100 

During raining (daytime) 98 100 99 

After raining (daytime) 100 100 100 

Nighttime 96 100 98 

During raining (nighttime) 96 100 98 

After raining (nighttime) 99 100 99 

Total average of accuracy 98.13 100.00 99.00 

Standard deviation 1.89 0.00 0.93 

 

 The number of 400 images were provided for training the feedforward 

backpropagation of ANN. These training images include both suitable and unsuitable 

viewpoints that were considered as proposed techniques in chapter 3. After, all features were 

extracted by the proposed method in section 4.2.3.2 and data was sent to the ANN for training 

process. For the testing process, 800 images as unknown data were prepared for eight 

different conditions. In addition, each condition was half separated for suitable and unsuitable 

viewpoints. Then, ANN as previously mentioned, was used to classify all unknown data of 

images. The output of ANN showed the value (one or zero), and one or zero meant suitable 

or unsuitable viewpoints for bus-waiting, respectively. Subsequently, the output from the 
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ANN classification was compared with suitable definition, as explained in chapter 3. 

 According to Table 4.5, the quantitative results for final performance of viewpoint 

classification was presented. The experimental results show the highest accuracy of 100% in 

three conditions, namely cloudy, before sunset, and after raining in daytime. Nevertheless, 

the lowest accuracy was seen in three conditions of sunny, nighttime, and during rains in the 

nighttime by 98%. Further, the unsuitable viewpoints can be classified perfectly by 100% in 

all conditions. However, some mistakes in suitable viewpoint classification are seen whereby 

the total average accuracy is only 98.13%. 

 

4.3.5 Comparison Results  

Although, each step of our proposed have tested separately as above section, the 

performance of a whole proposed system is necessary to show the effectiveness. Moreover, 

the comparison results will be shown by this section. 

 

4.3.5.1 Comparison with our three possible methods 

Based on our proposed method, there are four main steps consisting of finding the 

reference of road area (step1), pre-classification (step2), road segmentation and feature 

extraction (step3), and viewpoint classification (step4) as shown in Figure 4.2. There are 

three possible combined methods for classifying the viewpoint based on our proposed.  

 
Table 4.6 Comparison of three different combined methods based on our proposed algorithm. 

Combined Methods 
Accuracy (%) 

Suitable viewpoint Unsuitable viewpoint Average 

Step 1 + 2 79.77 27.33 53.55 

Step 1 + 3 + 4 90.11 75.00 82.55 

Step 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 98.13 99.00 98.56 

 

First method is a combination between step1 and step2 of our proposed method. 

Second method of classification is integrated by step1, step2, and step4. For third method, a 
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whole step of our proposed is performed. Each combined method was used the 800 images 

of eight different conditions of times and weathers for testing the effectiveness. According to 

result in Table 4.6, the combined method of step1 and step2 showed 53.55% of average 

accuracy. Besides, the combined method without step2 shown the accuracy in average by 

82.55%, and 98.56% for whole step of our proposed method. 

 

4.3.5.2 Comparison with related research  

To show the advantage of our proposed method for viewpoint classification in situation 

of bus-waiting. Although, there was no any research previously concerning the totally same 

as our proposed, the comparison result between our proposed and related research is 

necessary. A research of Hangrong P. et al. [19] concerned the similar situation and image 

viewpoint of our proposed for bus-waiting, roadside, between the possible and impossible to 

detect the oncoming bus, using the smartphone camera.  

 
Table 4.7 Comparison result between our proposed method and related research. 

Methods 
Accuracy (%) 

Suitable Viewpoint Unsuitable Viewpoint Average 

Hangrong P. et al. [19] 81.48 80.19 80.83 

Our proposed method 98.13 99.00 98.56 

 

According to Table 4.7, the comparison result was shown. The average of accuracy for 

our proposed method was higher than the related research, which were shown by 80.83% and 

98.56% for Hangrong P, et al. and our proposed method. In addition, the accuracies of our 

method were higher than the previous research for both of suitable and unsuitable viewpoint 

classification. Obviously, our proposed method has the effectiveness over than the previous 

research that shows the very high percentage of accuracy. 

 

4.4 Discussion 

This chapter proposed the novelty of viewpoint classification for non-congested traffic 
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without obstacles consideration. The advantage of this proposed viewpoint classification is 

to complement existing research that solely focused on bus detection and bus number 

recognition. Moreover, this proposed method applies the combined simple techniques of 

image processing. The proposed application will apply to smartphone with real-time process, 

therefore, the simple technique with light load calculation is feasible and suitable. Although, 

this research did not measure the exactly processing time, this proposed method take just a 

few second on MATLAB2017b with Core i7 of processor and 8.00GB for PC RAM (64-bit). 

 

 
Figure 4.20 Graphical representation of error percentage for feature extraction. 

 

 
Figure 4.21 Compared graphical between viewpoint classification and error of feature extraction. 
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In this section, the differences between error results of feature extraction process, in 

Table 4.4, and accuracy of viewpoint classification, in Table 4.5, will be described as shown 

in Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.21, respectively. The error results for each condition from Table 

4.4 are represented in Figure 4.20. The condition after raining (day) has the lowest error 

compared to others. Although an error in the feature extraction process appears in the graph, 

as shown in Figure 4.20, the accuracy of viewpoint classification is still high in all conditions, 

as shown in Figure 4.21. 

As the lowest average of error value (0.96%) corresponds to the condition after rain in 

daytime, the highest accuracy for this condition is seen at 100%. In contrast, the lowest 

accuracy of viewpoint classification can be seen in three conditions of sunny, nighttime, and 

during rain in the night at 98%, which is the biggest error of feature extraction corresponding 

to rain in the nighttime at 6.36%. Furthermore, 5.73% and 4.55% are the second and third 

highest errors for sunny skies and raining at night conditions, respectively. 

 

 

Figure 4.22 Comparison graph of three different methods of our proposed. 
 

 In section 4.3.5.1, the comparison of three different methods based on our proposed 

was shown. Figure 4.22 shown the comparison graph of different combined methods. For the 
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combination of step1 and step2, it shown the lowest accuracy, both of suitable and unsuitable 

viewpoint, compared to other combined method. Moreover, when the combined method 

without step2 was performed, the accuracy become higher than the case of step1 and step2 

combination for both of suitable and unsuitable viewpoint classification. Obviously, the 

highest effectiveness of system was shown, when whole step was used. Therefore, this 

experiment confirm that all step of our proposed is crucial for viewpoint classification. 

 

 
Figure 4.23 Example of error case for line detection.  

A. Suitable viewpoints image for bus-waiting as defined in chapter 3, B. Example of mistake for 

line selection. 

 
Although, these results show high performance, there are some mistakes in the 

viewpoint classification process. For suitable viewpoint classification, especially, wrong 

results can come about when comparing the proposed definition of suitable viewpoints for 

bus-waiting described in chapter 3. For example, in Figure 4.23, an example error case of 

viewpoint classification is shown. According to definition, the suitable viewpoints for bus-

waiting are shown in Figure 4.23A. However, this classification of viewpoints is inaccurate 

because of wrong line selection, as shown in Figure 4.23B.  The process of HLT can be 

detected, so many lines are shown in Figure 4.24, but can be mistaken for some cases of the 

line selected process. 
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Figure 4.24 Many detected lines of HLT process. 

 
4.5 Summary 

This chapter proposed the novel application of viewpoint classification in cases of non-

congested traffic conditions related to bus-waiting, an idea that can be of great help to blind 

individuals in Thailand. 

The road area is detected for extracting the necessary features using a combination of 

methods. This technique is robust across various illuminations. There are four main processes 

that constitute the proposed method, namely finding the reference of road area, pre-viewpoint 

classification, road segmentation and feature extraction, and viewpoint classification.  

Based on this method, real scenarios of roadside viewpoints for bus-waiting with eight 

different conditions in daytime and nighttime were tested. The experimental results show the 

high accuracy of viewpoint classification by 98.56%. 
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5. Classification of Viewpoints while Waiting for the Bus in 

Situation of Congested Traffic 
 

The situation of congested traffic usually appears on the road, especially the big city as 

Bangkok, Thailand. Therefore, this situation will be explained in this chapter. The chapter 

includes five sections. First section explains the objective of this study. Second, the suitable 

and unsuitable viewpoint estimation in case of congested traffic will be explained based on 

suitable viewpoint definition as mentioned in chapter 3. Next, the proposed method for 

classification of viewpoint in situation of congested traffic without obstacle consideration, 

which the car distribution will be considered, is shown. Then, the experiments and results, in 

section 5.4, will be explained with the optimized results of features selection and classifiers 

selection. Finally, the result and the proposed methods will be discussed in the last section of 

this chapter. 

 

 
Figure 5.1 Difference between non- and congested traffic viewpoint. 

 

5.1 Objective of Classification of Viewpoints in case of Congested Traffic 

The main objective of this study is to classify the viewpoint in case congested traffic 

situation while the blind waiting for the bus for daytime and nighttime. The congested traffic 
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is one situation that usually appears in the big city. Especially, the rush hour for going to work 

or school in the morning, and going back to their home after working. Therefore, this study 

will focus and discuss in this situation for helping blind people. 

Although, chapter 4 has proposed the classification for non-congested traffic based on 

the road-feature extraction, the congested traffic condition cannot apply as the road-feature 

consideration. Since, many cars as shown in Figure 5.1 will obscure the road area and road 

line-marker sometimes. This chapter will propose another method based on the car 

distribution consideration for classifying viewpoint. 
 

5.2 Viewpoint Estimation in case of Congested Traffic based on Suitable Viewpoint 

Definition   

As the suitable viewpoint definition in chapter 3, the definition was described by the 

non-congested traffic image in Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15. However, we can define and 

estimate the suitable and unsuitable viewpoint of congested traffic situation as same as the 

non-congested traffic situation as shown in Figure 5.2. Manually, the vanishing point (Vp) 

was defined by drawing the two convergent lines. Then, the Vp was compared to the suitable 

viewpoint definition within the 25% range (yellow area), as explained in chapter 3. 

 

 
Figure 5.2 Estimation of suitable and unsuitable viewpoint in case of congested traffic based on 

suitable definition. 

A. Suitable viewpoint, B. Unsuitable viewpoint.   
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5.3 Proposed Method for Classification of Viewpoint based on Congested Traffic 

This chapter aims to classify the viewpoints of blind individuals who waiting for buses 

by the roadside, especially in the case of congested traffic. Moreover, in order to classify the 

suitable panning of the camera, this study assumes that all images were taken by holding 

smartphones vertically. According to the suitable-viewpoint definition in chapter 3, the 

vanishing point (Vp) comprises two convergent lines on the road; however, it is difficult to 

find these lines in congested traffic automatically because there are many cars on the road 

obscuring both of road line marker and road area. Further, the proposed application have to 

perform in daytime and nighttime as shown in Figure 5.3. 

 

 
Figure 5.3 Congested traffic viewpoints under daytime and nighttime. 

 

Consequently, our method proposes a technique that finds the car distribution in an 

image related to definition. The four main steps of the proposed method consist of car 

detection using the YOLO technique, data normalization, feature extraction, and viewpoint 

classification, as shown in Figure 5.4. 

 

 
Figure 5.4 Four main processes of proposed method for viewpoint classification in case of 

congested traffic. 
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5.3.1 Car Detection by YOLO 

The purpose of this study for classifying the congested traffic viewpoint while waiting 

the bus at the roadside. To provide the car distribution in the image under daytime and 

nighttime, the first step of this proposed method is the car detection.  

 

 
Figure 5.5 The architecture of convolutional layers neural network for YOLO. 

 

To realize a real-time system for viewpoint classification, this proposed method applies 

the You Only Look Once (YOLO) technique [51] for car detection. YOLO is a real-time 

object-detection system that applies the convolutional layers of a neural network model as 

shown in Figure 5.5. There are many versions of YOLO; this research uses YOLOv2 [52], 

which is faster and more accurate than original YOLO. Furthermore, a Microsoft COCO 

Dataset is used for model data from which eighty kinds of object can be detected. Generally, 

the output of the YOLO technique provides four parameters as following; 

1. Objects labeled as humans, dogs, horses, cars, and so on. 

2. Confidence value [0, 1] of each objects labeled. 

3. x, y coordinates of the top-left boundary.  

4. x, y coordinates of the bottom-right boundary. 

Although many kinds of object can be detected, this proposed method solely needs to 

detect cars in the images. Thus, the car-, truck-, and bus-labeled objects are considered. 

Moreover, 0.38 for this proposed method defined the confidence values of detection. Since 
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some farther cars were unnecessary, 150 px was set for the distance criterion between the x, 

y coordinate points at the top-left and bottom-right (original image size is 1,944×2,592). 

The Table 5.1 shows the parameter setting for YOLO that applied to car detection.  

 
Table 5.1 Parameter setting of YOLOv2 for car detection.  

Parameters Criteria setting 

Object labels Car, truck, bus 

Confidence value 0.38 

Boundary size (Min.) 150 px 

 

After setting all parameters, YOLO was applied for prepared images showing various 

real situations under congested-traffic conditions. Although the cars detected using YOLO 

provide the square boundary, as shown in Figure 5.6, the proposed method solely uses the x, 

y coordinates of the center boundary as a blue point. All center points were provided for the 

feature-extraction process. Moreover, the section 5.4.1 shows the car detection performance 

using this proposed method and criteria setting. 
 

 
Figure 5.6 Outcomes of car detection using the YOLOv2 technique (these images are related to the 

graphs of Figure 5.7).  
 

5.3.2 Data Normalization 

In order to provide the data for feature extraction, data normalization was necessary 
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because of different sizes of original-input images. Each center point (𝑥𝑛, 𝑦𝑛) of a detected 

car was normalized as a percentage. Eq. 5.1 and Eq. 5.2 show the normalized calculation for 

𝑥𝑛
′ , 𝑦𝑛

′ , and Figure 5.7 shows the outcome of this step. 

 
𝑥𝑛

′ =
𝑥𝑛

𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒
 × 100                                             (5.1) 

 

𝑦𝑛
′ =

𝑦𝑛

𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑟𝑜𝑤 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒
 × 100                                                   (5.2) 

 

 
Figure 5.7 Data normalization.  

(A) and (D) example of data normalization for suitable viewpoints, (B) and (C) example of data 

normalization for unsuitable viewpoints. 
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5.3.3 Car Distribution-Feature Extraction 

The previous study [53] extracted thirteen features, but some possibly useful ones may 

have been neglected. In addition, the car distribution in each image appeared randomly 

depending on different congested-traffic situations, as shown in Figure 5.7, and there are a 

few data points that can be calculated for the feature-extraction process. Therefore, this 

section will explain and present the possible features based on car distribution in the image. 

Each image was calculated for providing the feature vector. There were nineteen 

possible features extracting from datapoints after normalization process, which were 

extracted as statistics calculation, coefficient of linear regression, and geometric value.  Table 

5.2 presents the list of all features from normalized datapoints in the images. 

 
Table 5.2 List of features and their descriptions 

Features Description 

Number of cars n| X = {x1, … , xn} and Y = {y1, … , yn} 

Maximum value of x and y 𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥 = max (𝑋), 𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑥 = max (𝑌) 

Minimum value of x and y 𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛 = min (𝑋), 𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛 = min (𝑌) 

Mean of x and y �̅� =
∑ 𝑥𝑖

𝑛
𝑖

𝑛
, �̅� =

∑ 𝑦𝑖
𝑛
𝑖

𝑛
 

Median of x and y 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑥 = 𝑋
(

𝑛+1
2

)
, 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑦 = 𝑌

(
𝑛+1

2
)
 

Standard deviation of x and y 

sdx = √
1

𝑛 − 1
∑(𝑥𝑖 − �̅�)2

𝑛

𝑖=1

, 

sdy = √
1

𝑛 − 1
∑(𝑦𝑖 − �̅�)2

𝑛

𝑖=1
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Table 5.2 List of features and their descriptions (cont.) 

Features Description 

Range of x and y Rx = 𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛, 

 Ry = 𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛 

Center of range for x and y 
𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑅𝑥 =

𝑅𝑥

2
, 𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑅𝑦 =

𝑅𝑦

2
 

Slope (m), y-interception (c) of linear 

regression 

m =
𝑛 ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑦𝑖

𝑛
𝑖 − (∑ 𝑥i

𝑛
𝑖 ∑ 𝑦𝑖

𝑛
𝑖 )

𝑛 ∑ 𝑥𝑖
2𝑛

𝑖 − (∑ 𝑥𝑖
𝑛
𝑖 )2

 

c = �̅� − 𝑚�̅� 

R2 of linear regression 

 
𝑅2 = 1 −

∑ (𝑦𝑖 − �̂�𝑖)
2𝑛

𝑖

∑ (𝑦𝑖 − �̅�)2𝑛
𝑖

 

�̂�𝑖 represents the y value of linear regression. 

The biggest of triangle area  

 

Area =  √𝑆(𝑆 − 𝐴)(𝑆 − 𝐵)(𝑆 − 𝐶) 

S =  
𝐴 + 𝐵 + 𝐶

2
 

 

Since there are different numbers of datapoints depending on the number of detected 

cars in the image, some features could not be calculated. For one and two detected cars, which 

the datapoints will appear 1 and 2, the biggest of triangle area feature will be set as zero value 

because the data point is not enough for calculation. However, when the datapoints are over 

than three points, the triangle can be calculated. Then each triangle area will be compared, 

and the biggest triangle will be selected for feature. In addition, when only one car was 

detected, the standard deviations, ranges, and centers of these ranges for x and y, as well as 

the slope, y-intersection, and R2 of linear regression were set to zero. However, these nineteen 

features were just all feasible-feature values from the car distribution. In section 5.4.2 shows 
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the optimization for features selection and its performance. 

 
5.3.4 Viewpoints Classification based on Congested Traffic 

Since, there were no previous related researches proposing the viewpoint classification 

of bus-waiting in case of congested traffic situation. The classifiers are an important for 

performance of proposed method. This study used the supervised machine learning for the 

classification process. Five general different types of supervised machine learning were 

selected as following; 1) simple-decision tress, 2) Random forest, 3) Naïve Bayes, 4) Multi-

layer perceptron, and 5) Support-vector machine. Moreover, the initial parameters for each 

classifier, using WEKA 3.8 software [54], were set as Table 5.3 to Table 5.7. 

Table 5.3 Initial parameter setting for simple-decision tress  

Parameter names Parameter values 
batchSize 100 
binarySplits False 
collapseTree True 
confidenceFactor 0.25 
minNumObj 2 
numDecimalPlaces 2 
numFolds 3 
seed 1 
subtreeRaising True 
unpruned False 
useMDLcorrection True 

 
Table 5.4 Initial parameter setting for Random forest 

Parameter names Parameter values 
bagSizePercent 100 
batchSize 100 
breakTiesRandomly False 
calcOutofBag False 
maxDepth 0 
numDecimalPlaces 2 
numExecutionSlots 1 
numFeatures 0 
numIterations 100 
seed 1 
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Table 5.5 Initial parameter setting for Naïve Bayes 

Parameter names Parameter values 
batchSize 100 
numDecimalPlaces 2 
useKernelEstimator Flase 
useSupervisedDicretization Flase 

 
Table 5.6 Initial parameter setting for multi-layer perceptron 

Parameter names Parameter values 
batchSize 100 
hiddenLayers 9 nodes 
learningRate 0.3 
momentum 0.2 
nominaltoBinaryFilter True 
normalizeAttributes True 
normalizeNumericClass True 
numDecimalPlaces 2 
trainingTime 500 
validationSetSize 0 
validationThreshold 20 

 
Table 5.7 Initial parameter setting for Support-vector machine 

Parameter names Parameter values 
batchSize 100 
buildCalibrationModels False 
c 1.0 
calibrator Logistic regression 
epsilon 1.0E-12 
filterType Normalize training data 
kernel Polynomial Kernel (exponent 1.0) 
numDecimalPlaces 2 
numFolds -1 
randomSeed 1 
toleranceParameter 0.001 
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Figure 5.8 Feature-matrix arrangement and its labels. 

 

Generally, there are two main steps of supervised learning, namely training and 

testing. All feature vector was separated into two classes as suitable and unsuitable 

viewpoints, following the definition in chapter 3. In Figure 5.8, a feature matrix shows N 

selected features. In addition, M represents the number of datapoints, which was four hundred 

in this study. Each datapoint was labeled as 1 or 0 for suitable and unsuitable viewpoints, 

respectively. 

In order to find the best classification result between the classifier and the feature-

selected method, each classifier was tested with different numbers of features, as show in 

section 5.4.2. 

 
5.4 Experiments and Results 

There were two experiments for this study, which consisted of car detection and 

viewpoint classification. In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed method, four 

hundred images under both day and night conditions, in real congested-traffic situations, were 

taken. The original images were in an RGB-color format with different sizes because we used 

three smartphones to collect them. 

 

5.4.1 Car-detection Performance 

The car-detection process was a crucial step of the proposed system because this study 

considered the car distribution in image for viewpoint classification. YOLOv2 method was 

used for car detection with the parameter setting mentioned in Table 5.1. Herein, the outcome 
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performance was tested by 400 images for day and night. 

Table 5.8 shows the results of the detection process with 79.90% accuracy, as was 

compared to the actual number of cars counted by humans. However, the accuracy of the 

nighttime situation was lower than during the daytime (76.74% and 83.72%, respectively), 

because of visibility can be difficult at nighttime due to darkness and the headlights of cars. 
  

Table 5.8 Car-detection performance using YOLO and the proposed parameter setting. 

Conditions 
Number of cars Accuracy 

(%) Actual Detected 

Day time 860 720 83.72 

Night time 1,106 851 76.74 

Day and night times 1,966 1,571 79.90 

 

5.4.2 Optimization for Features and Classifiers Selection 

According to section 5.3.3, possible nineteen features have been provided for the 

proposed method. Moreover, five different classifiers of supervised learning were selected 

for classification process, as mentioned in section 5.3.4. This experiment will find the highest 

accuracy with each matching feature and classifier. This experiment applied the WEKA 3.8 

software [54] developed by the University of Waikato, New Zealand, because it offers useful 

feature-selection and classification tools.  

For the experiment, 10-fold cross-validation was applied for testing the accuracy of 

classification process. The cross-validation technique is widely used for data classification, 

for which the whole dataset is divided into training and evaluation datasets repeatedly. 

Moreover, 10-fold cross validation means the dataset is partitioned into 10 equal subsamples. 

Then, one part of partitioned dataset was evaluated while others were used for data training. 

The process was repeated ten times, and the average of ten results was used as the final 

accuracy of the classification step. 
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Table 5.9 Comparison of accuracy with different feature selections and classifiers. 

Feature 

selection 

methods 

Number 

of selected 

features 

Accuracy (%) 

J48 
Random 

forest 

Naïve 

Bayes 

Multi-

Layer 

Perceptron 

SMO 

No selection 19 81.00 86.00 78.00 85.00 78.75 

CfsSubsetEval 6 76.75 85.75 82.50 83.25 75.50 

Correlation 13 78.25 85.25 77.25 81.50 77.25 

InfoGain 17 81.50 86.00 78.50 83.00 77.00 

OneRAttribute 10 80.00 84.75 77.00 80.50 76.25 

PCA 6 75.00 81.25 76.75 85.50 79.25 

 

Moreover, the experimental results show the six different methods of features selection 

and five general classifiers of supervised machine learning. 

Table 5.9 shows the feature-selection methods comprising no selection, CfsSubsetEval, 

correlation, information gain (InfoGain), OneRAttibute, and principal components analysis 

(PCA).  The following five classifiers were used: simple decision tree (J48), random forest, 

naïve Bayes, multi-layer perceptron, and the support-vector machine for sequential minimal 

optimization (SMO). Each classifier was tested by different feature-selection methods, with 

the highest outcome shown by the random forest classifier with no selection and InfoGain. 

Although, these two cases both showed 86.00% accuracy, the number of selected features of 

InfoGain was smaller than any other (namely, 17).  

Therefore, to attain the best performance for our proposed method, this study selected 

a random forest classifier and the seventeen features shown in Table 5.2, excluding the mean 

of y and the y-intersection features. 
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5.4.3 Performance Measurement for Viewpoint Classification 

After the classifier and features were selected, the confusion matrix of viewpoint 

classification is shown in Table 5.10. Since there were two classes of label, namely suitable 

and unsuitable viewpoints, the confusion matrix generally provides true-positive (TP), false-

positive (FP), false-negative (FN), and true-negative (TN) results. Based on this information, 

the precision and F – measure can be calculated by Eqs. 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 respectively: 
 

recall =  
𝑇𝑃

𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑣𝑖𝑒𝑤𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡
= 0.89                                              (5.3) 

 

precision =  
𝑇𝑃

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑣𝑖𝑒𝑤𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡
= 0.84                                                (5.4) 

 

F − measure =  
2×𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙×𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙+𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
= 0.86                                                     (5.5) 

 
 

All outcomes were quite high by 0.89, 0.84 and 0.86 for recall precision and F – 

measure respectively. According to these results, it was found that the proposed method 

performed better than that from prior research [53]. 

 
Table 5.10 Confusion matrix for viewpoint classification. 

 Actual  
Suitable 

viewpoints 

Unsuitable 

viewpoints 

Pr
ed

ic
te

d 

Suitable 

viewpoints TP = 178 FP = 34 212 

Unsuitable 

viewpoints FN = 22 TN = 166 188 

 200 200 400 (Total) 
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5.4.4 Comparison Result 
 

To show the benefit of our proposed method for viewpoint classification of bus-waiting, 

especially, the case of congested traffic. Although, there was no many researches previously 

concerning the perfectly same as our proposed, the comparison result between our proposed 

and related research is necessary. A research of Hangrong P. et al. [19] concerned the similar 

situation and image viewpoint of our proposed for bus-waiting, roadside, between the 

possible and impossible to detect the oncoming bus, using the smartphone camera. This 

comparison for our proposed method used four hundreds images between suitable and 

unsuitable viewpoints. 

 
Table 5.11 Comparison result between our proposed method (congested traffic) and related 

research. 

methods 
Accuracy (%) 

Suitable Viewpoint Unsuitable Viewpoint Average 

Hangrong P. et al. [19] 81.48 80.19 80.83 

Our proposed method 86.45 83.55 86.00 

 

According to Table 5.11, the comparison result was shown. The average of accuracy for 

our proposed method was higher than the related research, which were shown by 80.83% and 

86.00% for Hangrong P et al. and our proposed method. In addition, the accuracies of our 

method were higher than the previous research for both of suitable and unsuitable viewpoint 

classification. Obviously, our proposed method has the effectiveness over than the previous 

research with high percentage. 
 

5.5 Discussion 

Based on the results in section 5.4, the performances of car detection and viewpoint 

classification were tested under daytime and nighttime illuminations. The average accuracy 

of car detection was 79.90% in Table 5.8, and was lower at nighttime than at daytime due to 

darkness and the shine from car headlights. Furthermore, in order to remove some cars 
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located on other lanes of roads, the square-size parameter was set to 150 px. Then, the number 

of detected cars was smaller than the number of actual cars seen in Table 5.8. However, 

detection accuracy may be improved by adjusting some parameters of the YOLO algorithm, 

such as confidence value. 

For viewpoint classification, the random forest classifier showed the highest performance 

with 86% accuracy. Moreover, seventeen features were chosen, as shown in Table 5.2, 

without the y-mean or y-intersection of the linear regression. In addition, the recall and 

precision were 0.89 and 0.84 respectively, which were both quite high. The F – measure 

shows the relationship between recall and precision, and thus had a high performance of 0.86.  

Although, the calculation time did not measure the definitely value, this proposed method 

applied fast calculated algorithm of YOLOv2 (40 frames per second) and simply feature 

calculation. Therefore, it appropriate to use for the real-time application in future work.  

 

5.6 Summary 

This chapter proposed a novel viewpoint-classification application for assisting blind 

individuals using computer-vision techniques while waiting for buses. Especially, 

classification under congested traffic was considered. The proposed algorithm had four main 

steps, namely car detection, data normalization, feature extraction, and viewpoint 

classification. YOLOv2 was used for car detection because it can be implemented fast in real-

time. Moreover, all centers of detected cars were normalized, and nineteen features were 

extracted. In order to classify the viewpoints, this study applied supervised learning. Based 

on the experimental results, the car-detection performance showed 79.90% accuracy. The 

classification accuracy was compared between different feature-selection methods and 

classifiers. The results showed seventeen features and the random-forest classifier provided 

the highest accuracy by 86.00%. Additionally, the recall, precision, and F – Measure were 

shown as 0.89, 0.84, and 0.86 respectively. The proposed method is considered to be feasible 

for real-time implementation with high performance in future work.  
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6. Obstacle Detection along the Road  
 

This chapter considers the obstacle detection along the road, in case of non-congested 

traffic situation. The chapter includes five main sections. First, the objective and importance 

of this study will be explained. Second, the properties of obstacle along the road, which might 

obscure the suitable viewpoint for detecting the route bus number, will be discussed. Third, 

the method for the static obstacle detection along the road is proposed that consists two main 

steps of obstacle’s position finding and obstacle’s height estimation. Fourth, the experiments 

and results of proposed method, both of two main steps, is shown. Finally, the results and the 

proposed methods will be discussed in the last section of this chapter. 

 

6.1 Objective of the Obstacle Detection along the Road 

Non-congested traffic situation without obstacle appearance have been considered, in 

chapter 4. However, obstacles may appear in the images when the image is captured. This 

chapter defines the meaning of obstacle along the road such as electricity poles, poles, tree, 

any static objects, and human. In real-world conditions, obstacles have various shapes and 

sizes as shown in Figure 6.1. Moreover, some obstacles as the tall or big object that could be 

captured in images, oncoming buses or their route numbers may not be detected. To achieve 

the final goal for our assistive application of suitable viewpoint classification, an obstacle 

consideration process is necessary. 

 

 
Figure 6.1 Obstacles along the road. 
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6.2 Properties of Obstacles 

Although many obstacles can appear in an image, some of the obstacles can obscure 

the route number of the oncoming bus, which related to the definition of a suitable viewpoint, 

as mentioned in chapter 3.  There are two main properties of obstacle relating to the suitable 

viewpoint definition. First property is a range of interest in the image that will obscure the 

oncoming bus. Second, the height of obstacle will be estimated for our system. 

 
6.2.1 Range of Interest 

For the first property, the system was designed with a range of interest (R-L) from 32.5% 

to 100% of the range, as shown in Figure 6.2, which begins at 0%, corresponding to the 

vanishing point of the perspective image. 

 

 
Figure 6.2 Range of Interest for obstacles consideration. 

 

6.2.2 Height of Obstacle 

For the property of height for obstacle, the principle of perspective view [55] will be 

used. The principle of perspective view mentioned that the horizon line represents the eye 

level or camera position of users. As the Figure 6.3, the horizon line is shown, which the line 
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will always be on the same level with the vanishing point (Vp). 

Therefore, the property for height of obstacle is defined by horizon line for our 

proposed system. Herein, if the obstacle is higher than the horizon line, it will obscure the 

suitable viewpoint. On the other hand, if the obstacle is lower than the horizon line, that 

obstacle will not effect to route bus number detection as shown in Figure 6.4. 

 

 
Figure 6.3 Horizon line and vanishing point of perspective image.  

 
 

 
Figure 6.4 Horizon line and oncoming bus. 
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6.3 Proposed Method for the Obstacle Detection 

There are two main processes of obstacle consideration along the road for the proposed 

system. The first step is to find the obstacle position along the road, and the second step is to 

estimate the height of the obstacles. For the first step, the combined technique of existing 

image processing is applied, based on proposed in chapter 4, such as Hough Line 

Transformation, Uniform Local Binary Pattern, and vertical projection and others. For the 

second step, the height of obstacles will be estimated, which related to the suitable viewpoint 

definition in chapter 3. Moreover, the color moment technique will be applied for the second 

step. Therefore, this section explains whole detail of proposed method for obstacle detection 

along the road, which the section 6.3.1 will propose the first step of obstacle position 

detection, and section 6.3.2 will show the method of estimation for height of the obstacles. 

 
6.3.1 The Detection of Obstacle’s Position along the Road 

The first step of obstacle along the road detection is to find the obstacle position. There 

are two sub-steps for the proposed method consisting of road area detection and obstacle 

detection as shown in Figure 6.5. 

 

 
Figure 6.5 Block diagram of the detection of obstacle’s position. 
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6.3.1.1 Road Area Detection 

The road area detection is proposed that applied the similar technique as mentioned 

in chapter 4. However, each step of proposed method will be explained roughly in this 

section. 

1. Input images 

All images that are self-collected are acquired in the RGB color format with 800 × 

600 pixel size. Images are taken randomly from the viewpoints on the roadside when users 

wait for buses. 

2. Rotational invariant of uniform local binary patterns (LBPP,R
riu2) 

Road areas often have no certain shape and each scene can be illuminated differently. 

The 𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑃,𝑅
𝑟𝑖𝑢2 is one of the textural features that is robust to rotational texture, as proposed by 

T. Ojala [41]. This step was applied as same as the proposed method in chapter 4 (section 

4.2.1.1).  

The 𝐿𝐵𝑃8,1
𝑟𝑖𝑢2 technique is applied on a gray scale image as shown in Figure 6.6A. The 

transformation image of 𝐿𝐵𝑃8,1
𝑟𝑖𝑢2 is shown in Figure 6.6B; each 30 × 30 sub-window size on 

𝐿𝐵𝑃8,1
𝑟𝑖𝑢2 image is calculated as normalized histogram by ten bins.  

 

 
Figure 6.6 The process of image transformation using Rotational invariant of uniform local binary 

patterns. 

A. Gray scale image, B. 𝐿𝐵𝑃8,1
𝑟𝑖𝑢2transformation image. 
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3. k-means clustering 

In order to obtain a similar normalized histogram of each sub-window, k-means 

clustering technique is used with k set to five and Euclidean distance used as the similarity 

measure. Figure 6.7 shows outcome of five different labels for each group from the k-means 

clustering process. 

 

 
Figure 6.7 Image transformation from k-means clustering. 

 

4. k-means selection using ANN 

Figure 6.8 shows the mean of five different labels (𝑘𝑛) from the k-means process. At 

the same time, only one label that contains the road area can be selected. Feedforward-

backpropagation ANN is used for this selection process. The input layer of the ANN contains 

ten nodes for ten bins of each histogram.  After that, each node of the input layer is multiplied 

by a different weight value and is summarized in the hidden layer of ANN. Subsequently, the 
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log-sigmoid function transfers the output value of either 0 or 1 representing whether the label 

does not contain or does contain the road area respectively. 

The ANN is trained with 150 histogram data sets (5 histograms per data set); each 

data set consists of examples representing both road areas and non-road areas. For the testing 

step of the ANN, the road area and no road area are represented as 1 and 0 respectively, as 

shown in Figure 6.8.  

 

 
Figure 6.8 Five different histogram representation of LBP8,1

riu2 using k-means. 
 

5. Hough Line Transformation and line selection 

This step is to border the road area using HLT [46-47] for detecting the straight-line 

markers on the road. As same as the chapter 4 (section 4.2.3.1), the θ values between 20 to 

90 degrees was defined for line detection. Figure 6.9A demonstrates the image edge detection 

that uses Sobel technique, and line detection is applied by using HLT. However, many 

possible lines and road areas can appear from the previous step. 
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Although the label that contains the road area is selected, it represents many possible 

sections of the road area as shown in Figure 6.9B. For this study, two criteria are defined for 

the initial road area selection. For the first criterion, a group of pixels on the left side and 

below the image is first selected, as the red area in Figure 6.9B, because the viewpoints for 

bus-waiting always show up in the road area in this position of the image. The second 

criterion is applied when the left side of the image does not contain a road area as shown in 

Figure 6.10A. For example, the selected label in Figure 6.10B shows two groups of pixels 

and their centroids. In this case, the enclosed group of pixels is selected by the detected lines 

as shown in Figure 6.10C.    

 

 
Figure 6.9 Road line detection and initial road area selection (first criterion).   

A. Line detection using HLT, B. Selected group of kn, C. Initial road area and feasible detected 

lines. 

 

 
Figure 6.10 Road line detection and initial road area selection (second criterion).  

A. Line detection using HLT, B. Selected group of kn, C. Initial road area and feasible detected 

lines. 
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For the line selection, in order to find two actual lines of a road area, this study 

proposes to use the line touching circle and selects the shortest distance between the centroid 

of the initial road area and the detected lines. As same as the proposed method in chapter 4 

(section 4.2.3.1), the slope lines and r value are calculated as Eq. 4.4 and Eq. 4.5, respectively. 

The proposed method is applied for each line as shown in Figure 6.11B. Since this step needs 

two actual lines for the road border, the graph is separated into two areas comprising an upper 

and a lower centroid; the minimum of r value for each area is selected as shown in Figure 

6.11B. 

 
Figure 6.11 The line selection using line touching the circle.  

A. Line touching the circle at x, y point, B. Upper and lower centroid separation.  

 

6.3.1.2 Obstacles Detection 

There are three steps for finding the position of obstacles along the road, as explained in 

following; 

1. Gray scale segmentation 

Up to now, the road area has been defined with two detected lines. Moreover, the initial 

road area is known from the previous process. This step is region extraction using gray scale 

segmentation inside the road border. Although gray scale thresholding segmentation is 

difficult for outdoor scenes, it can be applied for this research. Because the initial road area 

is known, the gray scale histogram range of the road can be extracted as a reference histogram. 

Figure 6.12B shows the outcome of segmentation as a binary image where the white pixels 

are obstacles along the road. 
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Figure 6.12 Detection of road line and road segmentation.  

A. Detection of road lines, B. Binary image of segmentation process. 

 

 
Figure 6.13 Vertical projection of each line scan (Sn) on binary image. 
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2. Vertical projection 

In order to identify the position of obstacles, the summation of vertical projection on 

binary image is used. In Figure 6.13, each line scan (𝑆𝑛)  summarizes the values in each 

column from the first column to the vanishing point column (𝑉𝑝) of the binary image. Since 

the road border is a line convergence (𝑙1 and 𝑙2), the summarized value of each line scan is 

normalized as a percentage of each hight (∆𝑙) per line scan. Moreover, the limit of 20% is set 

for ∆𝑙  to eliminate noise, because the road border may contain straight-line markers. 

Therefore, each line scan summation will be set to one or zero, as shown in Eq. 6.1. 
 

𝑆𝑛 = {
1; 
0;

𝑆𝑛 > 20% 𝑜𝑓 ∆𝑙
𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

                                                      (6.1) 

 

3. Consideration of vertical projected signal 

The rising and falling edges of the signal can indicate the location of each obstacle and 

the number of obstacles as shown in Figure 6.14. Figure 6.15 illustrates the example of 

successful outcomes for obstacle detection along the road using the proposed method.  

 

 
Figure 6.14 Normalized signal of vertical projection. 
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Figure 6.15 Example of obstacle detection using the proposed method. 

 
 

 
Figure 6.16 Concept for estimating the height of obstacle.  

A. Tall obstacle and range of interest, B. Short obstacle and range of interest. 

 

6.3.2 Estimation of Height of Obstacles 

The concept for estimating the height of obstacle is to compare areas 1 and 2 outlined 

with red squares, as shown in Figure 6.16A and Figure 6.16. The system can detect area 1 in 

the first step of obstacle consideration, as explain in section 6.3.1. In addition, area 2 is an 
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unknown area that is defined with the same square size as area 1 and located above the 

horizon line. Our system assumes that the height of the obstacles has to be lower than the 

horizon line to maintain a suitable viewpoint for bus number detection, as discussed in section 

6.2.2. For estimation of height, this study applies the color moment technique [56] that is 

simply and quickly for calculation. 

 
6.3.2.1 Color Moment Technique 

To estimate the height of the obstacles along the road, this study applies a color 

moment technique. Generally, the color moment technique is used for image retrieval 

applications, which compares the unknown image and an image in a database using Eq. 6.2. 

H and I represent the unknown image and the image in the database, respectively. Each i-th 

color channel is calculated by three moments that consist of mean (E), standard deviation (), 

and skewness (s) as expressed in Eq. 6.3, Eq. 6.4, and Eq. 6.5 with j-th image pixel (pij). In 

addition, weight (w) is a parameter that can be adjusted manually depending on the particular 

application. 

 
d(H, I) =  ∑ {w𝑖1|𝐸𝑖

1 − 𝐸𝑖
2|𝑟

𝑖=1 + w𝑖2|𝜎𝑖
1 − 𝜎𝑖

2| + w𝑖3|𝑠𝑖
1 − 𝑠𝑖

2|}               (6.2) 

 
E𝑖 =

1

𝑁
∑ 𝑝𝑖𝑗

𝑁
𝑗=1                                                    (6.3) 

 
𝜎i = (

1

𝑁
∑ (𝑁

𝑗=1 𝑝𝑖𝑗 − 𝐸𝑖)
2)1/2                                      (6.4) 

 
si = (

1

𝑁
∑ (𝑁

𝑗=1 𝑝𝑖𝑗 − 𝐸𝑖)3)1/3                                      (6.5) 

 
Our application must distinguish the pair of images between matching (high obstacle) 

and non-matching (short obstacle) images, as shown in Figure 6.16A and Figure 6.16B. Thus, 

this study proposes a simple mathematical model for clustering the category of the pair of 

images based on the color moment technique. 
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6.3.2.2 The Concept of Proposed Method for Height Estimation 

The concept consists of three main steps, as shown in Figure 6.17. First, the sample 

square images, which are two categories of matching and non-matching images from the real 

roadside scenarios, are collected by different sizes of the images depending on the step of 

obstacle position detection. Then, the color moment in Eq. 6.2 is calculated for each pair of 

images for both categories. Finally, the standard deviation is calculated for both matching 

and non-matching data from the color moment outcome. For the ideal graph in Figure 6.17, 

the calculated color moment of non-matching data will be higher than matching data because 

there are differences between pairs of images among non-matching data. 
 

 
Figure 6.17 The concept of the proposed method and an ideal graph for data clustering. 

 

Moreover, this study proposes a simple method for clustering data between matching 

and non-matching images using the mean ± standard deviation of each outcome data group. 

The ±SD’ and ±SD lines separate the data between two categories, as shown in Figure 6.17, 

where the −SD’ value is higher than the +SD value. Then, when the unknown data are 

inducted into the system, system can use the criteria with Eq. 6.6 for data assignment. The 

outcome of the color moment (d) for non-matching data falls on the upper line of –SD’, but 

the d of the matching data is lower than the +SD line. Furthermore, in the case where d falls 

between the –SD’ and +SD lines, as shown in Figure 6.17, it can be calculated by the distance 

(D, D’ ) between d and −SD and +SD as in Eq. 6.7. 

 

case =  {
𝑁𝑜𝑛 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔, 𝑑 ≥ −𝑆𝐷′|𝐷′ < 𝐷

𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔, 𝑑 ≤ +𝑆𝐷
                              (6.6) 
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D = |𝑑 − (−𝑆𝐷′)|, D′ =  |𝑑 − (+𝑆𝐷)|                                (6.7) 

 

This section only proposes the feasibility of the concept for clustering the data using the 

color moment technique. However, it still has some points that we should consider, such as 

the type of the color model and the weight parameter of the color moment technique, as 

shown in Eq. 6.2. Therefore, the experiment in section 6.4.2 will focus on this point for 

optimization. 

 
6.4 Experiments and Results 

There are two main experiments corresponding to two steps of obstacle detection. First 

experiment will show the performance of detection for obstacle’s position along the road. 

Second experiment aims to optimize the performance of obstacle’s height estimation, which 

show the selection of color model and weight selection for color moment technique. 

 
6.4.1 Detection Performance of Obstacle’s Position along the Road 

This experiment evaluates the efficacy of our proposed static obstacle detection 

method.  Sample images were captured from roadside scenes in non-congested traffic 

situations and in daytime. In the experiment, 100 images in RGB format and 800 × 600 image 

size were tested. 

 
Table 6.1 Confusion Matrix of Obstacle Detection using The Proposed Method. 

 Predicted: 
Yes 

Predicted: 
No 

 

Actual :Yes TP = 260 FN = 26 286 
Actual :No FP = 24 TN = 255 279 
 284 281 565 (total) 

 

Accuracy =  
𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
= 0.912                                         (6.8) 

 
Recall =  

𝑇𝑃

𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑌𝑒𝑠
= 0.909                                         (6.9) 
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Precision =  
𝑇𝑃

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑌𝑒𝑠
= 0.915                                  (6.10) 

 
F − Measure =  

2×𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛×𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛+𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
= 0.912                        (6.11) 

 
Two types of labels were used to distinguish areas with and without obstacles; the 

total number of instances for both label types was 565. Predicted labels for each instance 

were compared with their actual labels provided by a manual labeling. Table 6.1 shows the 

confusion matrix of obstacle detection comprising of the value of true positive (TP), false 

positive (FP), false negative (FN) and true negative (TN). The experimental results showed 

the accuracy of 0.912, as shown in Eq. 6.8. The recall and precision values calculated 

according to Eq. 6.9 and Eq. 6.10 were 0.909 and 0.915 respectively. 

 

6.4.2 Optimization of Color Moment Technique for Obstacle’s Height Estimation 

To optimize our proposed system, two experiments are considered in this section. 

First, HSV and RGB color models were selected because they are widely used for image 

processing. Second, the weight (w) of the color moment in Eq. 6.2 has been optimized in 

many cases, and each case results in different outcomes.  

Each channel of the HSV and RGB color models is calculated by three moments, 

including the mean (E), standard deviation (), and skewness (s) for H and I of each image, 

which can be represented by matrices in 6.12 and 6.13. 

 

𝐻ℎ𝑠𝑣 = [

ℎ𝐸 𝑠𝐸 𝑣𝐸

ℎ𝜎 𝑠𝜎 𝑣𝜎

ℎ𝑠 𝑠𝑠 𝑣𝑠

],  𝐼ℎ𝑠𝑣 = [

ℎ′𝐸 𝑠′𝐸 𝑣′𝐸

ℎ′𝜎 𝑠′𝜎 𝑣′𝜎

ℎ′𝑠 𝑠′𝑠 𝑣′𝑠

]                       (6.12) 

 

 𝐻𝑟𝑔𝑏 = [

𝑟𝐸 𝑔𝐸 𝑏𝐸

𝑟𝜎 𝑔𝜎 𝑏𝜎

𝑟𝑠 𝑔𝑠 𝑏𝑠

],  𝐼𝑟𝑔𝑏 = [

𝑟′𝐸 𝑔′𝐸 𝑏′𝐸

𝑟′𝜎 𝑔′𝜎 𝑏′𝜎

𝑟′𝑠 𝑔′𝑠 𝑏′𝑠

]                       (6.13) 
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w =  [

𝑤1 𝑤2 𝑤3

𝑤1 𝑤2 𝑤3

𝑤1 𝑤2 𝑤3

]                                            (6.14) 

 
For weight assignment, this experiment considers the effectiveness of each channel of 

the color model using the color moment technique, and thus, the weight (w1, w2, w3) can be 

assigned as Eq. 6.14. To limit the integer number of weight values 1, 2, and 3 were chosen 

for our experiment. Further, the weights were rearranged by permutations, excluding the 

cases of (1, 1, 1), (2, 2, 2), and (3, 3, 3). Therefore, there are 18 cases of weight testing for 

the optimization process. 

 

 
Figure 6.18 Example of matching and non-matching images.  

A. Matching images, B. Non-matching images. 

 
In addition, this study provided two different datasets for calculating the criteria and 

employing the testing process. Each dataset contained 100 RGB and HSV images, where 

HSV was converted from an RGB color model [57], for matching and non-matching with 

different square sizes, as shown in Figure 6.18A and Figure 6.18B, respectively, in daylight 

conditions. 

 
6.4.2.1 HSV and RGB Color Model Selection 

According to the color moment technique for image retrieval applications [56], an 

HSV color model was proposed. However, the RGB color model is also widely used for 

image processing. Therefore, this experiment compares both models in the experimental 

analysis. 
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Figure 6.19 Comparison graph for data clustering between HSV and RGB color model using the 

weight of 1, 1, 2.  

A. An example of an HSV color model, B. an example of an RGB color model. 

 

Table 6.2 The –SD’ and +SD Comparison between HSV and RGB. 

Weights 
HSV RGB 

−SD′ +SD −SD′ +SD 
1, 1, 2 3.23 4.90 107.78 83.57 
1, 2, 1 3.18 5.10 131.26 105.20 
1, 1, 3 3.94 6.00 111.64 85.22 
1, 3, 1 3.77 6.42 154.04 130.10 
1, 2, 2 4.08 6.15 131.26 105.20 
1, 3, 3 5.63 8.53 161.86 133.39 
1, 2, 3 4.86 7.24 139.04 108.47 
1, 3, 2 4.76 7.46 157.99 131.73 
2, 1, 1 3.01 5.53 172.44 141.03 
2, 2, 1 3.93 6.68 203.63 162.36 
2, 3, 1 4.67 7.91 232.31 185.04 
2, 1, 3 4.70 7.55 180.48 144.18 
2, 1, 2 4.79 7.62 176.49 142.60 
3, 1, 1 3.47 7.30 240.21 200.63 
3, 3, 1 5.36 9.54 303.41 242.76 
3, 1, 2 4.45 8.23 244.29 202.19 
3, 2, 1 4.50 8.38 272.63 221.18 
3, 1, 3 7.15 11.40 248.33 203.75 
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Given the concept mentioned in section 6.3.2.2, the possible criteria must show –SD’ 

> +SD. For example, a comparison of the experimental results of the HSV and RGB color 

models with weight (1, 1, 2) is presented in Figure 6.19A and Figure 6.19B, respectively. 

Obviously, the HSV model could not cluster the data between matching and non-matching 

images, whereas the RGB model performed rather well. Table 6.2 shows the values of –SD’  

and +SD for the HSV and RGB color models with different weights. Although the weights 

were changed, the −SD’ values were still lower than the +SD values in all cases, although –

SD’ > +SD was only shown by the RGB color model for all tested cases. Therefore, the RGB 

color model was selected for optimization in the next step. 

 
6.4.2.2 Weight Selection of Color Moment 

Although the RGB color model was chosen as shown in the previous experiment, a set 

of weights must be selected to optimize performance, and thus, this experiment is referred to 

as optimization for weight selection. 

To optimize the performance of each weight value, a testing dataset of 100 pairs of 

images was used for matching and non-matching, which is different from previous datasets. 

Table 6.3 shows the performance of each weight testing, where the highest accuracy average 

is 85% for weights (1, 1, 2), (1, 1, 3), (1, 3, 3), (1, 2, 3), (2, 3, 1), (2, 1, 2), and (3, 1, 3). 

 

𝐻′𝑟𝑔𝑏 = [

𝑟𝐸 𝑟𝜎 𝑟𝑠

𝑔𝐸 𝑔𝜎 𝑔𝑠

𝑏𝐸 𝑏𝜎 𝑏𝑠

],  𝐼′𝑟𝑔𝑏 = [

𝑟′𝐸 𝑟′𝜎 𝑟′𝑠

𝑔′𝐸 𝑔′𝜎 𝑔′𝑠

𝑏′𝐸 𝑏′𝜎 𝑏′𝑠

]                       (6.15) 

 
Although the experimental results displayed a relatively high accuracy, we attempted to 

further improve the accuracy of our proposed method. The H and I matrices of the RGB 

model described in Eq. 6.13 were modified by a transpose matrix (H’, I’), as shown in Eq. 

6.15. However, the same weights for testing were used in the previous experiment. Table 6.4 

shows the improved performance by the highest accuracy (86%) in case of (3, 1, 1) and (3, 

1, 2) of weight testing. 
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Table 6.3 Performance of RGB Color Model Testing based on Non-Transpose Matrix (H, I). 

Weights 
Accuracy (%) 

Matching images Non-Matching Images Average 
1, 1, 2 88 82 85 
1, 2, 1 86 82 84 
1, 1, 3 90 80 85 
1, 3, 1 86 80 83 
1, 2, 2 86 80 83 
1, 3, 3 90 80 85 
1, 2, 3 90 80 85 
1, 3, 2 86 80 83 
2, 1, 1 84 84 84 
2, 2, 1 84 84 84 
2, 3, 1 86 84 85 
2, 1, 3 86 82 84 
2, 1, 2 86 82 85 
3, 1, 1 84 84 84 
3, 3, 1 84 84 84 
3, 1, 2 84 84 84 
3, 2, 1 84 84 84 
3, 1, 3 86 82 85 

 

Table 6.4 Performance of RGB Color Model Testing based on Transpose Matrix (H’, I’). 

Weights 
Accuracy (%) 

Matching images Non-Matching Images Average 
1, 1, 2 86 82 84 
1, 2, 1 90 80 85 
1, 1, 3 86 82 84 
1, 3, 1 90 78 84 
1, 2, 2 90 80 85 
1, 3, 3 88 78 83 
1, 2, 3 90 80 85 
1, 3, 2 88 78 83 
2, 1, 1 88 80 84 
2, 2, 1 86 82 84 
2, 3, 1 88 80 84 
2, 1, 3 86 84 85 
2, 1, 2 88 82 85 
3, 1, 1 88 84 86 
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Table 6.4 Performance of RGB Color Model Testing based on Transpose Matrix (H’, I’). (cont.) 

Weights 
Accuracy (%) 

Matching images Non-Matching Images Average 
3, 1, 2 88 84 86 
3, 2, 1 86 82 84 
3, 1, 3 88 82 85 

 

 
Figure 6.20 Comparison graph of transpose matrix (H’, I’) between the weight of 3, 1, 1 and 3, 1, 2. 

 A. The transpose matrix testing with a weight of 3, 1, 1, B. The transpose matrix testing with a 

weight of (3, 1, 2). 

 
Herein, weights (3, 1, 1) and (3, 1, 2) were considered particularly because of their 

highest degree of accuracy. Figure 6.20 shows the plotted testing data and their criteria. In 

addition, some errors appeared in the plotted graph. For example, some matching data fell 

below the +SD line, and some non-matching data fell above the –SD’. To select the optimized 

weight for our application, the average distance error (�̅�𝑒𝑟𝑟) was measured for each error 

point (E), as shown in Eq. 6.16. E’i and Ei represent the error point for matching and non-

matching data, respectively. 

 

�̅�𝑒𝑟𝑟 =
1

2
(

1

𝑀
(∑ |(−𝑆𝐷′) − 𝐸𝑖

′|𝑀
𝑖=1 ) +

1

𝑁
(∑ |(−𝑆𝐷) − 𝐸𝑖|𝑁

𝑖=1 ))                    (6.16) 
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Table 6.5 Comparison of Distance Error Measurements between Weight of (3, 1, 1) and (3, 1, 2). 

Weights Distance error 
3, 1, 1 111.12 
3, 1, 2 112.32 

 

Table 6.5 shows the outcome of the distance error measurement between weights (3, 1, 

1) and (3, 1, 2), where weight (3, 1, 1) displayed an error value lower than weight (3, 1, 2). 

Therefore, weight (3, 1, 1) of the transpose matrix for the RGB color model was selected for 

the implementation of the application in a future work. 

 
6.5 Discussion 

Since, there were two main experiments as shown in section 6.4, this section will be 

discussed those experimental results. 

 
6.5.1 Discussion of Obstacle’s Position Detection 

Based on the experimental result of obstacle’s position detection, the performance of 

the proposed method was 0.912 for the F-measure value representing the accuracy rate. 

However, some error cases appeared when obstacle size was very small at the far position in 

a perspective view, thus we think it should be eliminated as the noise area. The error rate was 

0.086, as shown in Eq. 6.17. 
 

Error Rate =  
𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
=  0.086    



The proposed method showed a high performance for the step of static obstacle 

detection along the road. However, this combined method was applied to the gray scale image 

thresholding for outdoor scenes in only daytime condition. 

 
6.5.2 Discussion of Optimization Process for Obstacle’s Height Estimation 

According to the experimental result of obstacle’s height estimation step, two 

experiments consisting of color model selection and the weight of color moment selection 
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were performed. In addition, this study also modified matrices H and I by the transpose 

matrices H’ and I’ to improve the accuracy of the proposed method. 

On the basis of the experimental results, the RGB color model was able to distinguish 

(−SD’  > +SD) between the data group of the matching and non-matching images in all cases 

of weight testing, but the results of HSV color model testing were totally dissimilar compared 

to the RGB modeling results. 

 

 
Figure 6.21 Accuracy comparison between non-transpose (H, I) and transpose (H’, I’) matrices. 

 

Furthermore, 18 cases of weight were tested using the RGB color model. First, 

matrices H and I in Eq. 6.13 were calculated, and the results showed the highest accuracy of 

85% for many cases of weight testing. Second, the transpose matrices H’ and I’ in Eq. 6.15 

were used to further improve the accuracy, and the highest accuracy was 1% higher than the 

results of the H and I matrix testing. Figure 6.21 compares the accuracies of the non-transpose 

and transpose matrices, which resulted in the improvement in many cases, as shown for 

weights (1, 2, 1), (1, 3, 1), (1, 2, 2), (2, 1, 3), (3, 1, 1), and (3, 1, 2). Particularly in weight 
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cases of (3, 1, 1) and (3, 1, 2), which showed the highest accuracy of 86%, use of the transpose 

matrices resulted in performance that was better than all cases employing non-transpose 

matrices. As a result, the mean (E) moment for each channel of RGB had a significant effect 

on performance. Although the standard deviation () and skewness (s) were less significant 

than the mean, the distance error increased when the skewness was defined by 2, as shown 

in Table 6.5. 

Figure 6.22 shows the detection of obstacles along the road by our proposed method in 

real-world daytime conditions. The red boxes, shown in Figure 6.22A and Figure 6.22B, 

identify the obstacle height and deem the location as unsuitable to wait for the bus, and the 

green box in Figure 6.22C identifies a short obstacle along the road that does not obscure the 

suitable viewpoint and location to wait for the bus. However, this proposed method is still 

limited with respect to its application in nightlight conditions because of extreme darkness 

and differences in illumination. 

 

 
Figure 6.22 Example of obstacles detection using our proposed method.  

A. and B. The detection of height obstacles with red boxes, C. The detection of a short obstacle with 

a green box.  
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6.6 Summary 

This chapter presents the obstacle detection along the road, which will help the blind 

people to know the suitable viewpoint of the bus-waiting. Especially, the situation of non-

congested traffic is considered.  

Since, some obstacles along the road may obscure the suitable viewpoint while waiting 

for the bus, thus the important properties of obstacle are explained in this chapter. There are 

two properties of unsuitable obstacles along the road related to the suitable viewpoint 

definition. First property is the position of obstacle in the image that can obscure the bus 

number of oncoming bus. Second property is proposed as the height of obstacle, which 

related to the horizon line of perspective view. 

Moreover, the proposed method of obstacle detection consists of two main steps. First, 

the obstacle position will be detected, which has two sub-steps of the road area detection and 

obstacle position detection. Second, the height of obstacles will be estimated, using the color 

moment technique.   

For the experiments, two main steps of obstacle detection are tested, especially the 

images are collected in daytime condition. First experiment shows the performance of 

obstacle position detection in term of F-measure by 0.912. Second experiment shows the 

selection of color model, and optimization of weight for color moment technique. The 

experimental results can conclude that the RGB color model provided feasible results, 

whereby −SD’ > +SD was shown by all weights tested (18 cases). Moreover, all cases of 

weight testing for the RGB model were optimized by accuracy measurements. In addition, 

this study compares the non-transpose and transpose matrices of H and I for the proposed 

color moment technique, and the results indicated that the transpose matrix performed the 

best with an accuracy of 86%.  

Finally, the RGB color model with a weight of (3, 1, 1) for the transpose matrix was 

selected for application in our future research. However, it still has the limitation of not being 

usable in nighttime conditions, which we are planning to consider in our future work.  
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7 Conclusions and Future Work 
 
 
7.1     Conclusion 

    The bus identification system is still important for assisting blind people while waiting 

for the bus. Especially the underdeveloped and developing countries where have the poor 

system of the public bus service. This study proposed a part of bus identification, which is 

the consideration of viewpoints before the bus detection. The suitable viewpoint of bus-

waiting is a crucial step of the system to let blind know the possibility for detecting the 

oncoming bus. 

    Since, there was no any previous research proposing the viewpoint classification while 

waiting for the bus. The definition of suitable viewpoint of bus-waiting for helping blind 

people was proposed in chapter 3. Then, the consideration of viewpoints while waiting for 

the bus was presented, which there were three main studies as follows: 

1) The situation of non-congested traffic was considered in chapter 4. This study 

proposed the classification of viewpoint using the combined method of existing image 

processing techniques. To segment and provide the road area features, the Rotational 

Invariant of Uniform Local Binary Pattern (𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑃,𝑅
𝑟𝑖𝑢2)  was main used. Moreover, 

other technique such as k-means, Hough Line Transformation, and line touching 

circle were applied for this chapter. Then, the Artificial Neural Network was used for 

classification step. For the experiment, 8 conditions of weather under daytime and 

nighttime were tested as shown in Table 4.5, For the final result of this study, 98.56% 

of accuracy for suitable viewpoint classification. 

2) The situation of congested traffic was also considered in chapter 5. Since, the road 

feature could not perform for this situation because many cars obscured the road area. 

This study proposed the car distribution in the image for viewpoint classification. 

First, YOLOv2 technique was applied to detect the cars in image with the parameter 

setting in Table 5.1. Then, the 19 feasible features of car distribution were extracted. 

For the experiment, the performance of classification, both of daytime and nighttime, 

was optimized by testing various classifiers and different feature selection. According 
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to the results in Table 5.9, a random forest classifier and 17 features provided the 

highest accuracy by 86%. 

3) Although, the situation of non- and congested traffic were considered, the real 

situation might appear obstacles that can obscure the suitable viewpoint. The obstacle 

detection was proposed in chapter 6, especially the case of non-congested traffic in 

daytime. There were two main properties of unsuitable obstacles along the road 

related to definition of suitable viewpoint of the bus-waiting. First property is the 

obstacle’s position in image. Second property is obstacle’s height. Therefore, this 

study proposed the two main steps of obstacle detection corresponding to the 

unsuitable obstacle properties. First step, the position of obstacle was detected using 

the combined method and vertical projection technique. Then, the color moment 

technique was applied for estimating the height of obstacle. According to 

experimental result, 0.918 of F-measure (91.2% for accuracy) showed the 

performance of obstacle’s position detection, and the performance of height 

estimation was optimized and showed the accuracy by 86%. 

However, there is a concern about dangerous for blind users, who take the image very 

close to the road area. They might get some accidents from vehicles on the road. Therefore, 

they have to be careful themselves for using this system. 

 
7.2     Future Work 

    In order to improve and realize the classification system of viewpoint while waiting 

for the bus, some points of system should be considered in future work as shown in Figure 

7.1. 

    Although, this dissertation proposed the classification of viewpoints under clearly 

situation between non-congested traffic and congested traffic, the algorithm for selecting the 

situations automatically do not propose. To distinguish these two situations, we may consider 

and set the criterion of ratio between the percentages of road area and number of cars in the 

image. 
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Figure 7.1 Overview of proposed system and future works 

 
    Moreover, the detection of obstacles along the road, especially under nighttime, is still 

extremely difficult to use the same technique as proposed in chapter 6. For future work, we 

aim to solve this situation with different methods. For example, adjusting the weight of color 

moment technique for nighttime or using the more complex algorithms. 

In addition, a case of obstacles detection in situation of congested traffic do not solve 

for this research. Since, the problem of vanishing point on perspective view is still difficult 

for estimation. However, this situation is necessary in order to realize the system of viewpoint 

classification in the future. 

A case of curved road did not consider in this research because the definition of this 

research defined the viewpoints based on straight road, as a perspective view, as shown in 

Figure 7.2A. However, a case of much curved road at some bus stop areas as shown in Figure 

7.2B, the classification of viewpoint will be confused. Therefore, the curved road viewpoint 

will be solved in future.    

    To let the blind users adjust their smartphone position when the viewpoint is unsuitable, 

the notification solution is very crucial. Since, the blind user cannot see anything; the sound 

message can guide them to adjust their smartphone position. However, the comfortable and 

suitable system of sound guidance is an important future experiment to realize the complete 

system for blind users. 
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Figure 7.2 Example image of straight and curved roads. 

A. straight road, B. and C. curved road 
 

To realize the system in the real-time of this viewpoint classification, we plan to 

implement for movie image on smartphone after completing all future works of system as 

above- mentioned. Based on the proposed methods and experimental results, we are quite 

sure that the system will perform well for the real situation to help blind people.  
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